J.R. Majewski (OH-09) Research Report
The following report contains research on J.R. Majewski, a Republican candidate in Ohio’s 9th district. Research for this research book was conducted by the DCCC’s Research Department between 5/4/22 and 5/16/22. By accepting this report, you are accepting responsibility for all information and analysis included. Therefore, it is your responsibility to verify all claims against the original documentation before you make use of it. Make sure you understand the facts behind our conclusions before making any specific charges against anyone.
Significant Findings

Majewski Openly Embraced QAnon, Publicly Appearing In Its Attire, Alongside Its Supporters, And Posting Its Rhetoric, Despite Disavowing It During His 2022 Campaign

✓ Majewski was friends with Zak Paine (aka Redpill78), a known QAnon influencer who was banned from multiple platforms and solicited donations for his Twitch stream.

✓ Majewski’s campaign promoted multiple photos of Majewski with Paine on its website and in videos, in addition to a photo of Majewski in a QAnon shirt in a video it released in March 2021.

✓ In 2020, Majewski appeared in multiple shows affiliated with QAnon, including one in which he reviewed posts from “Q,” and multiple in which he wore QAnon shirts and sweatshirts.

  ✓ On one show, Majewski said of his QAnon shirt, “I wear this shirt with pride. I address everything that I deem a representation of honor with pride.”

✓ Despite attempts to distance himself from QAnon, Majewski has made numerous comments showing he is a true QAnon follower, including saying “I believe in everything that’s been put out by Q.”

  ✓ In April 2021, Majewski said that he “respect[ed]” the “beliefs” of QAnon adherents but denied any involvement in the conspiracy theory and claimed he did not understand its meaning previously. Majewski also claimed he donated his QAnon shirt to charity.

✓ In 2021, Majewski said there were no videos of him supporting QAnon and tweeted “I’m not a Q.”

✓ However, also in 2021 Majewski said on a podcast, “I believe in everything that’s been put out from Q.”

✓ Majewski said the problem with the QAnon movement was followers who “don’t do their own due diligence” and said people tried to “smear” Q when Q was trying to put out “military-level intelligence.”

✓ Majewski has speculated that “everything was real” from Q.

✓ Majewski lied when he said he never read Q drops; he was featured on a QAnon podcast where he discussed numerous Q drops.

✓ Majewski repeatedly made headlines as a candidate with QAnon ties.

✓ Majewski posted multiple hashtags associated with QAnon, including 27 posts in 2020 that included the “WWG1WGA” slogan posted from the Twitter account that later became his campaign’s. Majewski tweeted the main QAnon slogan, “WWG1WGA,” more than 50 times.

✓ Majewski painted his lawn to read, “Trump 2Q2Q” as an homage to QAnon.
Majewski Admitted To Breaching Police Barricades At The Capitol Insurrection With A QAnon Backer, Raised Tens Of Thousands Of Dollars For People To Travel To The “Stop The Steal” Rally, And Maintained That The 2020 Election Was “Stolen” As Of April 2022

✓ On January 6, 2021, Majewski appeared on a livestream with Paine in which Paine described how they “made it all the way to the […] base of the Capitol building” in “in that first wave of people that came in on our side.”

✓ Majewski posted multiple photos of him and Paine travelling to DC to attend the “Stop the Steal” rally.

✓ Majewski fundraised “about $25,000” to bring people to the “Stop the Steal” rally that preceded the Capitol Insurrection and said he was responsible for “60-70” people there, “multiple” of whom were injured on the premises.

✓ In April 2021, Majewski claimed his group left the rally when violence broke out.

✓ In January 2021, Majewski claimed he was “pissed off at myself” and that he “wanted nothing more than to go in that building,” but couldn’t because the people he brought to the Capitol Insurrection had “physical limitations.”

✓ In April 2022, Majewski claimed the 2020 election was “stolen.”

✓ In May 2022, Majewski said that people in the government “staged an attack on the Capitol” in apparent reference to the January 6th insurrection.

Majewski Repeatedly Suggested He Would Fight In Violent Conflict Against Other Americans

✓ In February 2022, Majewski said he would fight Democrats in a civil war on a QAnon-affiliated show.

✓ In a campaign ad, Majewski carried a rifle and said he would “do whatever it takes” to “bring this country back to its former glory.”

✓ In July 2020, Majewski said he would die for Trump.

Majewski Pledged To Abolish Federal Law Enforcement Agencies

✓ Majewski’s 2022 campaign website pledged to “abolish all unconstitutional three letter agencies such as the Department of Energy and the CIA.”

Majewski Was A Sycophantic Supporter Of Donald Trump, The Most Extreme House Republicans, And Other Right-Wing Fringe Figures

✓ In 2020 and 2021, Majewski painted massive murals of a Trump banner and Trump’s face on his lawn.

✓ Majewski posted a photo of himself with Marjorie Taylor Greene on his campaign website and retweeted the claim that she was “kicked off of Twitter for speaking the truth.”

✓ In March 2022, Majewski seemed to praise Paul Gosar for voting against a resolution in support of Ukraine; Gosar endorsed Majewski’s congressional campaign.

✓ In April 2022, Majewski praised Matt Gaetz as a “firebrand” after he said he was “embarrassed” by Sec. Lloyd Austin’s leadership.
✓ Majewski pledged to model his leadership off of Jim Jordan’s.

✓ However, Majewski also called Trump an “idiot” in an alleged leaked Twitter DM where Majewski said he would back Marcy Kaptur if Trump endorsed Madison Gilbert.

✓ Majewski also said Trump had “character flaws” and allegedly said in other leaked messages that the MAGA movement was too “establishment.”

✓ Majewski said he admired MyPillow CEO Mike Lindell’s “tenacity and kindness.”

Majewski Is An Anti-Choice Extremist

✓ Majewski believed in “life at conception” and pledged to “fight for the right to life with every vote.”

✓ Majewski pledged to federally defund Planned Parenthood.

✓ Majewski “proud[ly]” supported crisis pregnancy centers in Ohio.

Majewski’s Campaign Was Propped Up By A Far-Right Super PAC Bankrolled By A Secretive Out-of-State Millionaire Whose Fortune Came From Oil And Gas

✓ As of May 2022, an extreme right-wing super PAC called Drain The DC Swamp PAC had already spent nearly $400,000 propping up J.R. Majewski’s 2022 Congressional campaign, including about $225,000 spent in support of Majewski and about $167,000 spent attacking his primary opponents.

✓ The super PAC’s spending to support Majewski was significantly more than the $255,000 Majewski had raised for his own campaign by the end of Q1 2022.

✓ Drain The DC Swamp PAC has supported other extreme right-wing candidates including Marjorie Taylor Greene, Lauren Boebert, and Mo Brooks, and has spent money to oppose Republicans who supported the impeachment of Trump for his role in the January 6th insurrection.

✓ Drain the DC Swamp PAC was overwhelmingly funded by Republican megadonor Tatnall Hillman, who contributed $1.94 million out of the $2.05 million raised by the super PAC as of the end of Q1 2022.

✓ Tatnall Hillman was a “notoriously reclusive” and “mysterious” millionaire Republican megadonor based in Aspen, Colorado, whose inherited wealth came from oil and gas.

    ✓ Hillman was an “Aspen millionaire” who had given over $3.2 million to right-wing candidates and causes during the 2022 cycle alone, as of the end of Q1 2022.

    ✓ In addition to financing the Drain the DC Swamp super PAC, Hillman has given directly to extreme right-wing candidates like Madison Cawthorn and Marjorie Taylor Greene and to more establishment figures like Mitch McConnell and Kevin McCarthy. He has also given to Trump.

    ✓ Tatnall Hillman’s money came indirectly from the oil and gas industry; he inherited wealth when his father, who led the Pennsylvania-based Hillman company that operated in oil and gas (among other industries), died.
However, Hillman appeared to have little involvement in the family’s Hillman Company, “eschewing a paying career” while his stepbrother took over the company’s operation upon Hillman’s father’s death in 1959.

Since 1970, Hillman has reportedly “occupied his time with avocations” including skiing and volunteering and has for decades reported his profession as “retired” to the federal election commission.

Majewski said that he didn’t ask the super PAC to support him and that “they just came out of nowhere.”

Majewski Potentially Violated Campaign Ethics Rules By Failing To File A Candidate Personal Financial Disclosure In 2021

Under House Ethics rules for candidates, Majewski would’ve been required to file a candidate financial disclosure during Q2 2021, because he had officially declared his candidacy in February 2021 and surpassed $5,000 raised in Q2 2021.

As Of May 12th, 2022, there were no campaign financial disclosures filed by Majewski for any year.

However, a few clues exist about Majewski’s financial situation.

Majewski loaned his campaign $50,500.

In a May 2022 podcast, Majewski said he left a job making better money than he would make in Congress (where the salary is $174,000) in order to run for Congress.

Majewski had some unknown amount of debt in the form of a UCC lien to Aqua Finance, a lending company that specialized in financing “home improvement, HVAC, marine, RV, powersports” and more.

Majewski and his wife underwent a Chapter 13 personal bankruptcy from 2008-2013.

Majewski Pledged To Dismantle Public Education At The Federal Level And Defund Public Schools

Majewski said the Department of Education should be “shuddered”[sic] and that “the federal government’s role in education should be ended immediately” in 2022.

Majewski pledged to “advocate for school voucher programs that empower parental choice” and claimed public schools “are failing our children.”

Majewski Opposed Federal Pandemic Relief And Criticized Stimulus Checks In March 2022

In March 2021, Majewski insinuated the American Rescue Plan was not genuine “relief.”

In March 2022, Majewski criticized “[s]ending out stimulus checks to fight inflation.”

Majewski Backed Florida’s “Don’t Say Gay” Bill And Called For Criminalizing Hormone Blockers For Children

In March 2022, Majewski claimed opponents of Florida’s “Don’t Say Gay” bill “want woke gender ideology taught to your kindergartener.”
✓ In April 2022, Majewski tweeted, “If you support giving young children hormone blockers to prevent puberty that’s child abuse.”

Majewski Collaborated On A Music Video And Campaign Ad Entitled “Let’s Go Brandon” In Which He Rejected Vaccination, Seemed To Threaten Violence Against People Who Ask Him To Wear A Mask, And Called For Finishing Trump’s Border Wall

✓ In a music video released in November 2021, Majewski rapped, “They want to make us woke and force us to get the vax.”

✓ Majewski also rapped, “just try to put a mask on me, you’ll see red, white, and blue” and called for finishing Trump's border wall in the video.

Majewski Has Made A Number Of Other Right-Wing Fringe Statements

✓ Majewski tweeted an image portraying Kenosha shooter Kyle Rittenhouse as Captain America.

✓ Majewski posted an image comparing President Biden to Hitler.

✓ Majewski implied Justice Ketanji Brown Jackson was a “pedophile sympathizer” and said it was “plausible” that John Podesta was a pedophile.

✓ Majewski said that the COVID-19 vaccine caused health issues.

✓ Majewski said the US should not send any money to Ukraine until the US southern border was secured.

✓ Majewski also implied that Ukrainian President Zelensky would be killed by the “Biden, Clinton, and Obama crime families” if evacuated to the United States.

Majewski Has Been Somewhat Tight-Lipped About His Career In The Nuclear Industry, But Seems To Have Dealt With Spent Nuclear Fuel And Has Bragged About Having FBI Clearance

✓ Majewski has been somewhat vague about the details for his career as an “executive in the nuclear power industry” and has declined to say which company he worked for, but Majewski did say he dealt with spent nuclear fuel and claimed to have had “active FBI clearance” because he worked in “the nuke industry.”

✓ Majewski appears to have worked most recently (December 2018-April 2022) as a Senior Director of Client Relations for Holtec International, a global supplier of technology and services for the nuclear industry that was involved in “spent fuel and decommissioning.”

✓ In April 2022, Majewski said that he had “just resigned” from his position, in apparent reference to the Holtec International job.

✓ Majewski appeared to have also worked as a consultant for Orano, a technology and services firm for decommissioning shuttered nuclear energy facilities, and for FirstEnergy, which also operates in the nuclear industry.

Around 2012, Majewski Spent About A Year In Florida, Where He Said He Ran A “Demolition Company” That “Had Some Issues”

✓ According To Nexis, In 2012, Majewski and his wife lived in Lake Mary, Florida
✓ According to Nexis, in 2012, Majewski and his wife were registered to vote in Lake Mary, Florida.

✓ An Ohio court record of a traffic violation showed that as recently as 2015, Majewski may have been using a Florida driver’s license.

✓ In an interview, Majewski said that he was in Florida for “about a year” to run a demolition company that did was involved in the nuclear industry but left after “the company had some issues.”

  ✓ Majewski said the demolition company operated nationwide, and that it demolished a power plant in the Cincinnati area on the Ohio River.

Majewski Has Had History Of Dangerous Driving, Racking Up 6 Violations For Which He Paid $797.00 In Fines.

✓ 1999-2020: Majewski was found guilty of 6 traffic violations, most of them involving excessive speeding (of about 15mph over the limit).

✓ For these violations, Majewski was required to and did pay a total of $797.00 in fines.

Majewski Said “I Can’t Say Anything Negative About Marcy Kaptur” Because His Grandparents “Adored” And Voted For Her

✓ Majewski said that his grandmother and great-grandmother “adored” Congresswoman Kaptur.

---

**Background**

**FULL LEGAL NAME:** James Richard “J.R.” Majewski

**BORN:** November 11th, 1979. Age: 42.

**FAMILY:**
- Wife, Nichole Renee Majewski

**HOME:** 3055 W Elmore Rd, Port Clinton, OH 43452, Ottawa County

**EDUCATION:**
- Calvin M. Woodward High School, Class of 1998
- Undergrad College Unknown: Bachelor of Science in Business, graduated Summa Cum Laude
- Colorado College: Master of Science in Management, graduated Magna Cum Laude
- Received a Project Management Certification

**PROFESSIONAL:**
- Has mainly worked in the nuclear industry for nearly 20 years and claims to have been a project manager in the auto and construction industries as well.
  - 2018-Present: Senior Director/Senior Project Manager at Holtec International
  - 2018: Senior Consultant at Orano
  - 2017-2018: Chief Operating Officer at Sorenson Gross Construction Services
Majewski Openly Embraced QAnon, Publicly Appearing In Its Attire, Alongside Its Supporters, And Posting Its Rhetoric, Despite Disavowing It During His 2022 Campaign

Majewski And QAnon Backer Zak Paine Were Friends, Appeared Together On Paine’s Livestreams, And Solicited Contributions For Majewski’s Campaign And Paine’s Twitch Channel


- Majewski Appeared On The Twitch Channel Of Zak Paine, Who Used The Username Redpill78. “Ohio congressional candidate J.R. Majewski solicited donations for the live video stream of a QAnon conspiracy theorist during a February appearance on the streamer's show. Majewski, a Republican, appeared on the Twitch channel of Zak Paine, who goes by the username Redpill78. The candidate spoke with Paine for over two and a half hours, promoting his campaign in Ohio's 9th Congressional District. The seat is currently held by Democratic Rep. Marcy Kaptur.” [American Independent, 4/28/21]

- On The Show, Majewski Said He Would Like To “See You Tossing Some Money At The Channel Here So Redpill Can Keep Being On.” “Toward the end of the broadcast, Majewski made his solicitation. ‘My website will be up and running with respect to being able to act as a clearinghouse for donations within the next, I would say seven days so patience is a virtue, I would rather see you tossing some money at the channel here so Redpill can keep being on,’ said Majewski. ‘Thank you very much, I appreciate that,’ replied Paine.” [American Independent, 4/28/21]

- Paine Was “Known As A QAnon Influencer” And Was Banned From Twitter And Facebook For Promoting The Conspiracy. “Known as a QAnon influencer, Paine has previously been banned from platforms like Twitter and Facebook. He and Majewski have said they are friends with each other and have hosted several livestreams together.” [American Independent, 4/28/21]

- Majewski And Paine “Have Said They Are Friends With Each Other And Have Hosted Several Livestreams Together.” “Known as a QAnon influencer, Paine has previously been banned from platforms like Twitter and Facebook. He and Majewski have said they are friends with each other and have hosted several livestreams together.” [American Independent, 4/28/21]

Paine Solicited Contributions For Majewski’s Campaign On His Twitch Channel. “Mr. Paine, who is barred from Twitter and YouTube, has also asked his Twitch audience to donate to the House campaign of J.R. Majewski, an Air Force veteran in Toledo, Ohio, who attracted attention last year for painting his lawn to look like a Trump campaign banner. Mr. Majewski has used QAnon hashtags but distanced himself from the movement in an interview with his local newspaper, The Toledo Blade.” [New York Times, 4/27/21]
Note: The American Independent included footage of the stream in which Majewski solicited donations for Paine’s Twitch channel.

Majewski Appeared On Paine’s Livestreams Multiple Times And Said He Was Willing To Fight Democrats In A Civil War On It

Majewski Appeared On Paine’s Twitch Streams To “Vape, Chat About Mr. Majewski’s Campaign Goals And Take Calls From Listeners.” “Mr. Majewski has appeared on Mr. Paine’s streams, where they vape, chat about Mr. Majewski’s campaign goals and take calls from listeners.” [New York Times, 4/27/21]

Media Matters For America: Majewski Appeared On Paine’s YouTube Livestream Of Presidential Debate Coverage. Media Matters for America reported, “Majewski is also closely linked to RedPill78, a well-known QAnon influencer who has been banned from multiple major social media platforms for peddling the conspiracy theory. RedPill78 and Majewski are friends and have hosted ‘MAGA Meetups’ together, as well as livestreams on YouTube, Twitch, and DLive.” MMFA linked to the following screenshot:

February 2022: Majewski Said He Would Fight Democrats In A Civil War, Though He Hoped “It Doesn’t Come To That,” On Paine’s Show. “In a February 2022 interview on Paine’s show, Majewski, an Air Force veteran, expressed an openness to fighting Democrats in a civil war, though he added that ‘I hope it doesn’t come to that.’ ‘There’s a good percentage of people in this country that will do anything for it, and a lot of them are veterans,’ Majewski said. ‘And once you open that door, you don’t know what’s going to be behind it, and you can’t close it. Because there’s 20 million veterans in this country that will fight and die for it, even if it’s on our own land, and I happen to be one of them.’” [Daily Beast, 5/4/22]

Majewski Claimed Nefarious Forces Were Slowing Down The Rates Of Gas Pumps So Consumers “Don’t Get Pissed Off” On Paine’s Show. “Majewski has built a close friendship with Zak Paine, a prominent QAnon promoter who goes by the name ‘RedPill78’ online. Majewski frequently appears on Paine’s pro-Q show. In an April 22 episode, Paine described Majewski as ‘my good friend.’ Majewski returned the favor, inviting Paine to host a general election victory party for his congressional campaign. But some of Majewski’s ideas even surprised his conspiracy theorist pal — at one point in the show, Majewski claimed, to Paine’s surprise, that nefarious forces are deliberately slowing down how fast gas pumps operate. ‘They’re actually pushing them to slow down their pumps, so the consumers — so we don’t get pissed off,’ Majewski said.” [Daily Beast, 5/4/22]

Paine Called Majewski “Exactly The Type Of Person That We Need To Get In Washington, D.C., So That We Can Supplant These Evil Cabal Criminal Actors”
Paine: Majewski “Is Exactly The Type Of Person That We Need To Get In Washington, D.C., So That We Can Supplant These Evil Cabal Criminal Actors And Actually Run Our Own Country.” “Mr. Majewski has appeared on Mr. Paine’s streams, where they vape, chat about Mr. Majewski’s campaign goals and take calls from listeners. ‘He is exactly the type of person that we need to get in Washington, D.C., so that we can supplant these evil cabal criminal actors and actually run our own country,’ Mr. Paine said on one stream.” [New York Times, 4/27/21]

September 2020: Majewski Posted A Photo Of Himself And Paine, Whom He Called “My Buddy And Legendary YouTuber,” At A Trump Rally

September 2020: Majewski Posted A Photo Of Himself And Paine, Whom He Called “My Buddy And Legendary YouTuber,” At A Trump Rally. Media Matters for America reported, “Majewski posted a video to Instagram in September saying a seat was reserved for him at an Ohio rally by the Trump campaign. ‘Since it’s my hometown, the president and his team did something cool for me. ... I will be in the prime-time seat right behind the president.’ According to Majewski’s Instagram posts, he attended the rally with his ‘buddy’ RedPill78.” MMFA linked to the following screenshot:

![Image](image)

[Media Matters for America, 3/17/21; @americasfavoritepatriot Instagram via Media Matters for America, uploaded 9/22/20, accessed 5/4/22]

October 2020: Majewski Said He Was Considering Bringing Paine With Him To An Event With Jim Jordan And Later Insinuated Paine Asked Jordan “A Bunch Of Questions” That Were To Be Kept Confidential


November 2020: Majewski Tweeted A Photo Of Himself, Paine, And Jordan That “Appears To Have Been Taken At The October Dinner.” Media Matters for America reported, “Majewski regularly brags about his communication line with Jordan. On November 18, he tweeted that he could get a follower in touch with Jordan. The tweet included a photo of himself, Jordan, and RedPill78 that appears to have been taken at the October dinner.” MMFA linked to the following screenshot:
Majewski’s Campaign Promoted Images Of Him With QAnon Supporters And Attire

Majewski Featured A Photo Of Paine On His Campaign Website. Media Matters for America reported, “Majewski regularly brags about his communication line with Jordan. On November 18, he tweeted that he could get a follower in touch with Jordan. The tweet included a photo of himself, Jordan, and RedPill78 that appears to have been taken at the October dinner. This photo is also prominently displayed on Majewski’s campaign website and in his first campaign video. A week following the Capitol insurrection, Majewski again claimed on Twitter that he was in direct communication with Jordan.” MMFA linked to the following screenshot:


Majewski Featured A Photo Of Paine In A Video For His Campaign. Media Matters for America reported, “The tweet included a photo of himself, Jordan, and RedPill78 that appears to have been taken at the October dinner. This photo is also prominently displayed on Majewski’s campaign website and in his first campaign video.” MMFA linked to the following screenshot:

[Media Matters for America, 3/17/21; accessed 5/4/22]

Note: Further research needed to locate the above video.
March 2021: Majewski’s Campaign Released A Video That Featured Him Wearing A QAnon Shirt And Ended By Directing Viewers To His Campaign Website.


Majewski Put QAnon Symbols On His Lawn, Including “Trump 2Q2Q” And Defended QAnon Followers For Their Support Of Trump. “Majewski later altered his infamous Trump lawn sign to read ‘Trump 2Q2Q,’ according to a since-deleted post on the social media website Parler. Majewski also tweeted more insular references to QAnon, suggesting a greater familiarity with the conspiracy theory beyond hashtags. In August 2020, he noted on Twitter that Trump had answered 17 questions at a news conference, a significant number in QAnon lore as ‘Q’ is the 17th letter in the alphabet. In another tweet, Majewski defended QAnon followers for their ‘never ending’ and ‘unwavering’ support of Trump.” [CNN, 5/8/22]

Note: As of May 2022, the photo of Majewski, Paine, and Jordan no longer featured in the same position on Majewski’s campaign website. The date of capture for MMFA’s screenshot of Majewski’s campaign website is unknown.

2020: Majewski Appeared On Multiple QAnon-Affiliated Shows, Expressed His Support For QAnon, And Wore QAnon Attire During Public Appearances

October 2020: Majewski Appeared On The 5x5 Network’s “New Guard” Show On YouTube With QAnon Supporters In Which He Wore A QAnon Sweatshirt While Reviewing Posts From “Q.” The Daily Beast reported, “Majewski’s claim that he’s never seen a QAnon clue contradicts evidence available online. In an Oct. 2020 livestream video with fellow QAnon supporters, Majewski reviewed posts made by ‘Q,’ the anonymous poster behind the conspiracy theory, and offered his own interpretations. Majewski wore a ‘Q’ sweatshirt while he discussed the posts.” The Daily Beast linked to a video in which Majewski is pictured:
August 2020: Majewski Appeared In A 24-Hour QAnon-Affiliated Livestream In A QAnon Shirt. “Majewski also has more than one QAnon shirt, according to videos reviewed by The Daily Beast. In an August 2020 appearance on a 24-hour QAnon livestream called ‘The Patriot’s Soapbox,’ Majewski wore a blue shirt with a picture of a white rabbit on it, a reference to the QAnon slogan ‘Follow the white rabbit.’ In the video, Majewski acknowledged that he was a Q supporter and said he painted Q’s on his yard sign. ‘I wear this shirt with pride,’ Majewski said.”

Majewski Said While Wearing The QAnon Shirt: “I Wear This Shirt With Pride. I Address Everything That I Deem A Representation Of Honor with Pride.” “I wear this shirt with pride. I address everything that I deem a representation of honor with pride and I’m – if you guys noticed just this last paint application the 2020, I threw the Q [unintelligible] on there, and that was more of a display of the fact that I’m not intimidated, and you know, I get a lot of stuff online, but I don’t know why you would think the guy who paints a 19,000 foot Trump sign on his lawn – on his lawn is going to be intimidated by a couple of keyboard warriors that are sitting in their moms’ basement. I mean, bring it. I’m ready.”
Sense Show Clips, “Interview with JR Majewski - Common Sense Show Clips,” uploaded August 2020 (VIDEO) 1:26

**December 2020: Majewski Appeared On A QAnon Online Show In Which He Wore A Shirt With The QAnon Slogan “WWG1WGA” On It And Boasted About Indoctrinating His Mother Into The Conspiracy Theory.** The Daily Beast reported, “In a Dec. 2020 appearance on another QAnon online show, Majewski wore an orange shirt with a picture of Trump and the QAnon slogan “WWG1WGA” beneath it. Majewski boasted about “redpilling” his mother, a phrase popular in multiple right-wing communities that can be used to describe the process of recruiting someone into QAnon. On the show, Majewski spoke admiringly about listening to other QAnon believers speak at a recent meeting.” Daily Beast reporter Will Sommer tweeted the following image of Majewski in a shirt that matched this description:

![Majewski in QAnon shirt](image)

[Daily Beast, 5/4/22; Will Sommer Twitter, 5/4/22]

Note: The above videos have not been fully reviewed and archived. Original footage of Majewski’s December 2020 appearance was not linked in the Daily Beast’s reporting.

**July 2020: Majewski Wore A QAnon Shirt While Being Interviewed By Fox News.**

![Majewski with QAnon shirt on Fox News](image)

[Fox News, 7/12/20] (VIDEO) :29
Majewski Later Claimed He Did Not Know The Meaning Of His QAnon Shirt And Said He Donated It.

“While he now stops short of asserting the 2020 election was fraudulent, Mr. Majewski contends its irregularities warranted a more thorough investigation. And while he was observed wearing a QAnon shirt during a Fox News interview and used hashtags alluding to that conspiracy theory, Mr. Majewski later said he had not realized QAnon’s full meaning and had since donated the shirt to the Salvation Army.” [Toledo Blade, 5/3/22]

Majewski Posted Multiple Images And Hashtags Affiliated With QAnon On Social Media, Tweeting The Main QAnon Hashtag More Than 50 Times

New York Times: “WWG1WGA,” Which Stood For “Where We Go One, We Go All,” Is “QAnon Iconography.” “The canard is convoluted and confusing, but its iconography is clear and was plentiful: There were shirts with the letter ‘Q’ or slogans like ‘Trust the Plan’; signs saying ‘Save the Children’; and flags with the abbreviation ‘WWG1WGA,’ which stands for ‘Where We Go One, We Go All.’” [New York Times, 1/13/21]

July 2020: Majewski Posted “WWG1WGA” 27 Times On The Twitter Account That Later Became His Campaign’s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date / Link</th>
<th>Tweet</th>
<th>Screenshot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7/12/20</td>
<td>“wwg1wga”</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Screenshot" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7/13/20</td>
<td>“True patriots would never publicly doubt the patriotism of another. We are leaders, leaders hold those conversations in private. Why? if someone’s patriotism or lack thereof, bothers us, we will take the effort to give the feedback critically. Grandstanding is easy #WWG1WGA”</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Screenshot" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7/13/20</td>
<td>“Going LIVE on 3News Cleveland at 12:45 #WWG1WGA”</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Screenshot" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7/13/20</td>
<td>“All you Patriots out there.. give a follow my good friend and brother @GeneVandenham . I finally got him on Twitter. He’s a solid #Patriot #ARMY #Veteran #WWG1WGA and he’s mean AF”</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Screenshot" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7/13/20</td>
<td>“Eggplant is a healthy choice of potassium! Preciate ya looking out broseph! #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGAWW”</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Screenshot" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“They say the courage I showed painting the Trump Flag #WOKE people. Well, #GoodMorningYall can I get you some eggs and toast? Let’s hear the from the #SilentMajority @realDonaldTrump is doing #GoodGuyStuff let’s give him a boost #WWG1WGA”

“#pa·tri·ot /ˈpātrēət/ noun 1. a person who vigorously supports their country and is prepared to defend it against enemies or detractors. ‘a true patriot’ ex: @realDonaldTrump is a true #patriot #WWG1WGA #Trump2020”

“All - GoFundMe has suspended this account. Please make your donations to $JRMajewski #WWG1WGA”

“All - GoFundMe has suspended this account. Please make your donations to http://cash.app/$JRMajewski #WWG1WGA”

“GoFundMe has lifted the suspension and its now on hold pending review. I setup a CashApp just Incase http://cash.app/$JRMajewski #WWG1WGA”

“Give this #Patriot a follow #WWG1WGA”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7/14/20</td>
<td>“Even the kids ❤️❤️❤️ @realDonaldTrump ... time to do some #GoodGuyStuff and get #RileyThor a video👍🏻🇺🇸🦅 @TuckerCarlson @foxandfriends @DonaldJTrumpJr @FLOTUS @WWG1WGA”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/14/20</td>
<td>“Thanks Larry! Go Tigers! #Detroit #GoodGuyStuff #WWG1WGA #Trump2020 #Patriot”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/17/20</td>
<td>“I prefer #Patriot over SuperFan but I digress.. As a member of the US Military, our job is to lay our lives on the line. I would do that today if needed. @WestPointWeber #WWG1WGA”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7/18/20
“Always my brother... always. #WWG1WGA”

7/18/20
“Was going too but I feel like I need to stencil it. I did the KAG freehand but the #WWG1WGA worries me for some reason. It will happen”

7/20/20
“Seriously considering a podcast or livestream. Maybe to just chat with like minds. #WWG1WGA”

7/21/20
“Hey #Patriots... I need your help!! Please subscribe to my YouTube channel. I need to meet the requirement of 1000 followers so that I can stream the Trump Flag live and via my drone. #WWG1WGA
https://youtube.com/channel/UCliHJJKcEvSODjhzvPY16w via @YouTube”

7/22/20
“Come on #Patriots.. imagine how pi$$3d the Libs will be when I’m broadcasting flyovers with my drone on a 12hr feed! @RedPill78 #WWG1WGA”

7/23/20
“Thanks to all of you I’m up to 886... just 114 to go then I’ll be able to broadcast from the drone!👏🏻 us special thanks to @RedPill78 and @M2Madness WWG1WGA”

7/27/20
“Interesting... Greece is one of the EU members who does make extradition a conditional based on the existence of a treaty with the United States #WWG1WGA https://t.co/drGm40KUN5”

7/27/20
“Ok I’ve seen folks go from a few thousand followers over the past few days to astronomical numbers. How is this happening and who can help a brother out? #WWG1WGA”

7/27/20
“Is it wrong that I want to increase my followers? I get it, I’m amongst the ranks of the #DigitalWarriors but I’m willing to do whatever it takes to support @realDonaldTrump and to awaken everyone I can. I thought the Trump sign was enough but I know now that it wasn’t #WWG1WGA”
According To CNN KFile, Majewski Tweeted QAnon Hashtag #WWG1WGA “More Than 50 Times.” “In April 2021, Majewski denied supporting QAnon in an interview with the Toledo Blade, saying, ‘I’ve never read any QAnon drop — what they call the ‘Q-Drop.’ A ‘Q-drop’ refers to messages posted by the anonymous ‘Q’ who originally fed the conspiracy theory. But a CNN KFile review of Majewski’s tweets shows that despite claiming not to follow Q’s updates, Majewski engaged with QAnon hashtags, memes and rhetoric frequently online prior to this interview. Between July 2020 and January 2021 on his now-deleted personal Twitter account, Majewski tweeted the QAnon hashtag #WWG1WGA -- which stands for ‘Where we go one, we go all’ -- more than 50 times.” [CNN, KFile, 5/9/22]

CNN KFile: Majewski Has Shared “Overt QAnon Hashtags” Such As #QArmy, #PatriotsAwakened, #DemoPedo, And #WakeUpAmerica. “He also shared other overt QAnon hashtags such as #QArmy, #PatriotsAwakened, #DemoPedo and #WakeUpAmerica and QAnon-themed memes, including an image of a "Q" colored in with an American flag and the "Where We Go One We Go All" QAnon catchphrase in July 2020. On several occasions, he substituted the letter "Q" in pro-Trump phrases, such as the "Silent MajQrity" and "Trump 2Q2Q." He also tweeted at a QAnon fan account called Qanon76.
Blame it on my #ADD but I just can't sit here and wait #WWG1WGA #Trump2020 #QArmy
JR Majewski
@jr_majewski

Here come the helicopters flying over 🌹
better get my Qufit on and hit the front yard 🇺🇸朏 Gotta do the #GoodGuyStuff #PatriotsAwakened

#WWG1WGA

5:39 AM - 13 Jul 2020

43 Retweets 253 Likes

Mike Kreuser ★★★ @mike_kreuser · 46m
Replies to @jr_majewski
Thanks for representing us in such a positive way. The silent majority is behind you, waiting to be heard.

JR Majewski @jr_majewski · 40m

The media could not be played.

alık
The behavior of the House Dems and the House Republicans is a true reflection of how citizens of the US behave right now. The Dems are emotional, irrational and accusing, the Republicans are factual and logical. What a mirror this is... can’t wait for @RepMattGaetz #WakeUpAmerica

9:41 AM - 28 Jul 2020
11 Retweets 52 Likes

Note: CNN KFile did not include link for Majewski’s tweet with the hashtag #DemoPedo. All tweets listed from CNN KFile’s article have since been deleted and are only accessible from the Wayback Machine.

CNN KFile: Majewski Had “A Greater Familiarity With The Conspiracy Theory Beyond Hashtags” Because He Tweeted Out “Insular References” To QAnon Lore. “Majewski also tweeted more insular references to QAnon, suggesting a greater familiarity with the conspiracy theory beyond hashtags. In August 2020, he noted on Twitter that Trump had answered 17 questions at a news conference, a significant number in QAnon lore as "Q" is the 17th letter in the alphabet.” [CNN, KFile, 5/9/22]

Media Matters For America: Majewski Posted QAnon-Affiliated Hashtags And Images As Recently As July 2020. Media Matters for America reported, “Majewski is a QAnon conspiracy theorist who initially gained national attention after painting his entire yard to look like a Trump reelection banner in the summer of 2020. Shortly thereafter, then-President Donald Trump praised Majewski, and Fox News interviewed him about his yard while he was wearing a QAnon shirt. Majewski has also posted multiple images and hashtags on his Instagram account that are affiliated with the violence-linked QAnon conspiracy theory, including #WWG1WGA, #thegreatawakeningworldwide, and #qanon.” MMFA linked to the following screenshots:
Despite Recent Attempts To Publicly Distance Himself From QAnon, Majewski Has Made Numerous Comments Showing He Is A True QAnon Follower, Including Saying In 2021 “I Believe In Everything That’s Been Put Out From Q”

April 2021: Majewski Denied Any Involvement In QAnon, Said He Did Not Read “Q-Drops” Supporting It, And Suggested That He Respected Others’ QAnon Beliefs But Did Not Necessarily Agree With Them

April 2021: Majewski “Adamantly Denies Involvement Or Support Of Qanon.” “I ended up raising about $25,000 through donations to take a lot of people to Washington, D.C. ... including double Purple Heart recipient ... grandmothers and grandfathers, husbands and wives. When the incident at the Capitol happened, we were heartbroken,” Majewski said. ‘When everything started to happen ... we all left. I was responsible for 60-70 people at the Capitol. I had multiple people get injured but I made sure they made it back to our hotel. It was a terrible
experience, It was one that was supposed to be great.’ He adamantly denies involvement or support of Qanon, says he doesn't read ‘Q Drops’ or material and also said he's made his Twitter private because people were reporting his videos on TikTok, which he claims he does not have.” [WTOL, 4/2/21]

**April 2021: Majewski Said Of Podcast Hosts Who Interviewed Him, “He’s Like, ‘J.R., You Need To Go And Read The Q Drops….’ Like, I Respect Your Beliefs, If You Want To Believe That Stuff, That’s Fine.”**

“Distancing himself from the pro-Trump conspiracy movement — based on beliefs in elitist, Satan-worshiping pedophiles and a ‘Deep State’ plot to take down Mr. Trump — Mr. Majewski said he didn’t realize the meaning behind the shirt and later donated it to the Salvation Army. ‘I’ve never read any QAnon drop — what they call the ‘Q drop,’ what they post on the website,’ he said. But he did admit to associating with followers. ‘You’ll see me on the podcast with a guy that believes in QAnon,’ Mr. Majewski said. ‘He’s like, ‘J.R., you need to go and read the Q drops….’ Like, I respect your beliefs, if you want to believe that stuff, that’s fine. I’m not going to bias myself to a bunch of people who want to write these things.’” [Toledo Blade, 4/1/21]

**In 2021, Majewski Said There Were No Videos Of Him Supporting QAnon And Tweeted “I’m Not A Q”**

**August 2021: Majewski On QAnon: “There Are No Videos Of Me Supporting It Or Believing It.”** “[25:08] Didn’t know anything about Qanon, but will not degenerate anyone who believes in it. A couple candidates on the Democrats side called me Qanon, and they did the same when I was at dinner with MTG. There is no videos of supporting it or believing it. I have friends that do believe in it.” [One America Podcast, 8/27/21] (VIDEO)

Majewski “Distanced Himself” From QAnon. “In one tweet, he speculated that ‘everything was real’ from the anonymous Q poster but that its followers have become the real Q. By February 2021, however, Majewski distanced himself from the QAnon conspiracy theory in a now-deleted tweet. ‘You need friends. I’m not a Q but. Pay attention and you’d see that. # canceldculture is your MO,’ Majewski replied to a Twitter user.” [CNN, 5/8/22]

**February 2021: In A Podcast, Majewski Said, “I Believe In Everything That’s Been Put Out From Q”**

**February 2021: In A Podcast That Majewski Co-Hosted, Majewski Said, “I Believe In Everything That's Been Put Out From Q.”** “In a newly uncovered video, Majewski gave an unabashed endorsement of Q. Majewski briefly co-hosted the streaming program Earcandy, where he discussed QAnon and other topics. During the show’s February 6, 2021, edition, Majewski defended the integrity of the embattled ‘Q’ by stating, ‘I believe in everything that's been put out from Q,”’ and claiming that the problem with the QAnon movement was followers who ‘don't do their own due diligence.’ Majewski then referenced other ‘schools of thought’ around the conspiracy theory, including Fall of the Cabal, a violent QAnon video series which suggests that the Clintons and former President Barack Obama should be hanged for supposedly committing ‘high treason.’ He added that people try to ‘twist’ and ‘smear’ Q when that figure is trying to put out ‘military-level intelligence.” [Media Matters for America, 5/9/22]

**Majewski Said The Problem With QAnon Movement Was Followers Who “Don’t Do Their Own Due Diligence” And Said People Tried To “Smear” Q, When Q Was Trying To Put Out “Military-Level Intelligence”**
be hanged for supposedly committing ‘high treason.’ He added that people try to ‘twist’ and ‘smear’ Q when that figure is trying to put out ‘military-level intelligence.’” [Media Matters for America, 5/9/22]

**October 2020: In A Podcast Discussing Q Drops That Majewski Appeared On, Majewski Said That Getting Involved In “The Movement” “Broadened My Horizons Substantially” And Was “Breathtaking.”** “During the program, someone named ‘412Anon’ read a ‘Q’ drop about the purported dangerous blackmail culture of Washington, D.C., and how ‘Q’ is basically saying that it's really right now, it's at the most pervasive level of this we've ever seen.” In response to that drop, Majewski said while the screen displayed ‘Q’ drops: ‘I've worked for a couple large Fortune 100 companies and Fortune 500 companies. And I can tell you that the old adage that, you know, I've said this before, I don't play politics, right? And it's very mind opening. And it broadened my horizons substantially, just getting involved in the movement, getting involved with what everybody is doing and just seeing, you know, how deep it goes. And, you know, I didn't understand the statement that I'd made a years over, a year over a year, and staying true to the fact that I don't play politics well and really knowing what that means, because you don't put it into that perspective until you actually get involved. And it's breathtaking, to be honest with you.” [Media Matters for America, 5/4/22]

**Majewski Has Speculated That “Everything Was Real” From QAnon**

Majewski Speculated That “Everything Was Real” From QAnon, But Eventually Tweeted Doubts About QAnon. “In one tweet, he speculated that ‘everything was real’ from the anonymous Q poster but that its followers have become the real Q. By February 2021, however, Majewski distanced himself from the QAnon conspiracy theory in a now-deleted tweet. ‘You need friends. I'm not a Q but. Pay attention and you'd see that. # cancelculture is your MO,’ Majewski replied to a Twitter user.” [CNN, 5/8/22]

**Majewski Made Headlines As A Candidate With QAnon Ties**

Headline: “‘Stop the Steal’ rally participant with QAnon ties to face Kaptur in Ohio” [Washington Post, 5/4/22]

Headline: “Could This Ohio Man Be The Next QAnon Congressman?” [The Daily Beast, 5/4/22]

Headline: “Yet Another QAnon Fan Could Be Headed To Congress.” [Vice, 5/4/22]

Headline: “A January 6 rally participant could unseat the longest-serving woman in the House” [CNN, 5/5/22]

**Majewski Lied About Never Reading Q Drops And Was Featured On An QAnon Podcast Called “The New Guard” Where He Discussed Numerous Q Drops.**

Majewski Lied About Never Reading Q Drops And Was Featured On An QAnon Podcast Called “The New Guard” Where He Discussed Numerous Q Drops. “During his congressional campaign, Majewski has attempted to distance himself from his support for QAnon. He told the Toledo Blade in an April 1, 2021, article that he has “never read any QAnon drop” and claimed that he donated his QAnon shirt. Majewski lied to the Toledo Blade. He participated in an October 7, 2020, YouTube streaming interview with the QAnon program The New Guard wearing a QAnon hoodie and discussed numerous QAnon drops. During the program, someone named ‘412Anon’ read a ‘Q’ drop about the purported dangerous blackmail culture of Washington, D.C., and how ‘Q’ is basically saying that it's really right now, it's at the most pervasive level of this we've ever seen.” [Media Matters for America, 5/4/22]
Majewski Claimed Democrats And Ketanji Brown Jackson Were Sympathetic To Pedophiles, And Speculated John Podesta Might Be A Pedophile

April 2022: Majewski: “Since Democrats Don’t Like The Term ‘Groomer’, What Would They Prefer We Call People Who Believe Kindergartners Should Be Taught About Transgender Sex?”
April 2022: Majewski On The Biden Administration: “Now We’ve Got A Pedophile Sympathizer On The Supreme Court And 2 Million More Illegals In The Country.” “Remember when they advertised Biden as a ‘return to normal’? Now we’ve got a pedophile sympathizer on the Supreme Court and 2 million more illegals in the country. None of this crap is normal.”

Majewski Said It Is Plausible That John Podesta Is A Pedophile. “I think that there is, again, a lot of information out there that is compelling that is plausible that [Podesta] is, you know, a pedophile.” [One America Podcast, 8/27/21]

Majewski Admitted To Breaching Police Barricades At The Capitol Insurrection With A QAnon Backer, Raised Tens Of Thousands Of Dollars For People To Travel To The “Stop The Steal” Rally, And Maintained That The 2020 Election Was “Stolen” As Of April 2022

Zak Paine, Majewski’s Friend Who Used The Username Redpill78, Was “Known As A QAnon Influencer” And Was Banned From Multiple Platforms For Promoting The Conspiracy Theory. “Majewski, a Republican, appeared on the Twitch channel of Zak Paine, who goes by the username Redpill78. […] Known as a QAnon influencer, Paine has previously been banned from platforms like Twitter and Facebook. He and Majewski have said they are friends with each other and have hosted several livestreams together.” [American Independent, 4/28/21]

1/5/21 – 1/6/21: Majewski Posted Multiple Photos Of Him And Paine Travelling To And In DC To Attend The “Stop The Steal” Rally, Including In A Post Captioned, “Get Ready.” Media Matters for America reported, “The day prior to the insurrection, Majewski posted multiple photos of himself and RedPill78 traveling to
and around Washington, D.C. On the morning of January 6, Majewski posted a photo of the two in the D.C. metro with the caption ‘Get ready.’” MMFA linked the following screenshots:

SeesInPixels, A QAnon Podcaster Hosted A Podcast Alongside Majewski, Posted A Video On The Day Of The Capitol Insurrection, Apparently Taken In The DC Metro Where A Group Of Insurrection Attendees That Included Majewski Repeated A QAnon Slogan As A Rallying Cry. “CNN's KFile reviewed since-deleted and public tweets that show Majewski with a group of people who attended the January 6, 2021, "Stop the Steal" rally throughout the day in various places outside the Capitol -- including a video in which a member of the group leads them in repeating the slogan of QAnon. camera moves past Majewski in the crowd just before the slogan is repeated, so he is not visible as other members in the group are seen saying the slogan. Majewski has denied being a QAnon follower. Majewski and the man who initially shouted the slogan appear to have briefly hosted a YouTube show together called "EarCandy." It appeared on Majewski's YouTube channel before being removed. The same channel now appears to represent his campaign.

"Where we go one, we go all," the group said, repeating the catchphrase in QAnon mythology.

Majewski Promoted The “Stop The Steal” Rally As “The Prime Opportunity For Patriots To Go And Support The President” On Paine’s Show. “Majewski also asked Paine for advice on how to protest in Washington on Jan. 6, and posted a photograph of them men together in Washington the day of the riot. ‘Chaos is a ladder, and I think this is the prime opportunity for patriots to go and support the president,’ Majewski said in an appearance on Paine’s show to promote the Jan. 6 protests.” [Daily Beast, 5/4/22]

Majewski Posted A Since-Deleted Tweet That Showed Him And Two January 6th Attendees In A Picture With The Caption “It’s Going Down On 1/6.” “Majewski posted a photo in a since-deleted tweet that shows him and at least two attendees of the group with their heads photoshopped on the Founding Fathers with the caption, ‘It's going down on 1/6.’ One picture, posted by Majewski and later deleted, shows him raising his fist in a crowd in front of the Capitol, saying he had gone there to ‘protest peacefully’ and left ‘when it got ugly.'” [CNN, KFile, 5/8/22]
1/6/21: Majewski And Paine Admitted to Breaching Police Barricades At The Capitol Insurrection And Discussed Their Experience Doing So In A Twitch Livestream

1/6/21: Majewski And Paine Admitted to Breaching Police Barricades At The Capitol Insurrection And Discussed Their Experience Doing So In A Twitch Livestream. “In a January 6 video posted to RedPill78’s channels on the DLive and Twitch streaming platforms, he and Majewski described their experience at the insurrection and admitted to breaching police barricades and walking to the base of the Capitol:” [Media Matters for America, 3/17/21]

Paine: “We Were Right There In That First Wave Of People That Came In On Our Side. […] We Never Stopped Walking, And We Made It All The Way To The […] Base Of The Capitol Building.” “REDPILL78: Now, when we were standing there, in front of the Capitol building, we were right there in that first wave of people that came in on our side. And we saw that they had crossed the snow fence. We saw that they had crossed that first barrier, and they were — J.R. MAJEWSKI: Immediate. It was immediate. REDPILL78: Yes. It — there, there — and that’s why I showed the police, they were letting people in. Because it was like we started walking, we never stopped walking, and we made it all the way to the — MAJEWSKI: [unintelligible] REDPILL78: Yeah, all the way to the base of the Capitol building. And you’re sitting there, and there’s almost like this little, like, scoop-out. MAJEWSKI: Funnel. REDPILL78: Yeah, yeah, so a funnel, definitely. And then stairs going up on either side. And they had built this tower out of scaffolding.” [Media Matters for America, 3/17/21; Redpill78 Twitch via Media Matters for America, uploaded 1/6/21, accessed 5/4/22] (VIDEO) :00

- In The Livestream, Majewski Added To Paine’s Description Of A “Funnel” They Saw At The Base Of The Capitol. “REDPILL78: Now, when we were standing there, in front of the Capitol building, we were right there in that first wave of people that came in on our side. And we saw that they had crossed the snow fence. We saw that they had crossed that first barrier, and they were — J.R. MAJEWSKI: Immediate. It was immediate. REDPILL78: Yes. It — there, there — and that’s why I showed the police, they were letting people in. Because it was like we started walking, we never stopped walking, and we made it all the way to the — MAJEWSKI: [unintelligible] REDPILL78: Yeah, all the way to the base of the Capitol building. And you’re sitting there, and there’s almost like this little, like, scoop-out. MAJEWSKI: Funnel. REDPILL78:
Yeah, yeah, so a funnel, definitely. And then stairs going up on either side. And they had built this tower out of scaffolding.” [Media Matters for America, 3/17/21; Redpill78 Twitch via Media Matters for America, uploaded 1/6/21, accessed 5/4/22] (VIDEO) :00

Note: MMFA uploaded video of the above dialogue here. Majewski nods to Paine’s description of the events throughout the video.

1/16/21: Majewski Posted A Screenshot From A Text Conversation He Said Was With A “WhiteHouse [Sic] Insider” In Which He Claimed To Have “Good Unreleased Video From The Capitol Bldg”

1/16/21: Majewski Posted A Screenshot From A Text Conversation He Said Was With A “WhiteHouse [Sic] Insider” In Which He Claimed To Have “Good Unreleased Video From The Capitol Bldg.” Media Matters for America reported, “In a January 16 Gab post, Majewski uploaded what he claimed to be a screenshot of a text conversation between him and ‘a WhiteHouse insider.’ The conversation includes references to both parties allegedly having contact with former White House deputy chief of staff for communications Dan Scavino about an ‘unreleased video’ of the insurrection.” MMFA linked to the following screenshot:

[Media Matters for America, 3/17/21; @jrmajewski Gab via Media Matters for America, uploaded 1/16/21, accessed 5/4/22]

April 2021: Majewski Claimed His Group Left The Rally When Violence Broke Out And Was “Heartbroken” By Violence At The Insurrection

April 2021: Majewski Said He Was “Heartbroken” By Violence At The Capitol Insurrection And That His Group Left The Rally When Violence Broke Out. “The reason the Air Force veteran and Toledo native decided to make the trip to Washington to see then-President Trump speak was in response to interactions he had on social media, questioning the Stop The Steal movement and conspiracy movements. He decided to help sponsor a trip
herself to D.C. ‘I ended up raising about $25,000 through donations to take a lot of people to Washington, D.C. ... including double Purple Heart recipient ... grandmothers and grandfathers, husbands and wives. When the incident at the Capitol happened, we were heartbroken,’ Majewski said. ‘When everything started to happen ... we all left. I was responsible for 60-70 people at the Capitol. I had multiple people get injured but I made sure they made it back to our hotel. It was a terrible experience, It was one that was supposed to be great.’” [WTOL, 4/2/21]

However, Majewski Also Claimed That He “Was Pissed Off At Myself. And I Wanted Nothing More Than To Go In That Building,” But He Did Not Because The People He Brought To The Capitol Insurrection “Had Physical Limitations.”

January 2021: Majewski Also Claimed That He “Wanted Nothing More Than To Go In That Building,” Referring To The Capitol Building On January 6th, But He Did Not Because The People He Brought To The Capitol Insurrection “Had Physical Limitations.” “Majewski has also gained attention because he is a January 6 insurrectionist, though he has claimed that he did not enter the Capitol -- but by his own telling, he wanted to enter the building. He appeared on the January 13, 2021, edition of the QAnon program Spaceshot76 and recounted his time in Washington, D.C. Majewski has said that he helped organize and bring Trump supporters to the Capitol. On the QAnon program, Majewski said: ‘I was pissed off myself. And I wanted nothing more than to go in that building. And – but my, you know, ultimately my duty or my job was, you know, we raised a lot of money to bring people there. And a lot of folks had physical limitations.” [Media Matters for America, 5/9/22]

April 2022: Majewski Claimed That He Was Cleared Of Wrongdoing By The FBI From His Involvement In January 6th

Majewski Admitted That He “Took Part In The Protest In Washington, D.C.” On January 6th, But Said He Never Entered The Capitol, And Was Cleared Of Wrongdoing By The FBI. “Majewski, 42, is an Air Force veteran and worked as a project manager in the nuclear industry. He told us in an endorsement interview that he decided to run because he “didn’t see any good Republicans” in the race. Although all of the candidates talked about improving election security, Majewski was the only one who flat-out told us he believed the 2020 presidential election was stolen (which isn’t true). He said he took part in the protest in Washington, D.C., on Jan. 6, although he didn’t enter the Capitol. He said that the FBI had cleared him of any wrongdoing that day. Majewski said he’d been accused of adhering to the QAnon conspiracy theory, although he disputed that characterization. He said he had appeared on a podcast with someone who did support QAnon.” [Chronicle-Telegram, Editorial, 4/26/22]

Majewski Suggested Throwing “A MAGA Rally In The Parking Lot Of The Prison” Holding January 6th Insurrectionists Until They Are Released.

Majewski Suggested Throwing “A MAGA Rally In The Parking Lot Of The Prison” Holding January 6th Insurrectionists Until They Are Released.
Majewski Appeared To Campaign On His Attendance At The “Stop The Steal” Rally

March 2021: Majewski’s Campaign Released A Video That Featured Him Seemingly At The “Stop The Steal Rally.”


Note: Further research needed to confirm whether this photo was taken at the “Stop the Steal” rally.

Majewski Attended The “Stop The Steal” Rally That Preceded The Capitol Insurrection And Raised “About $25,000” To Bring “60-70 People” To It

Majewski Said He Raised “About $25,000 Through Donations” To Bring People, “60-70” Of Whom Majewski Said He Was “Responsible For,” To Trump’s “Stop The Steal” Rally

Majewski On The “Stop The Steal” Rally: “I Ended Up Raising About $25,000 Through Donations To Take A Lot Of People To Washington, D.C.” “The reason the Air Force veteran and Toledo native decided to make the trip to Washington to see then-President Trump speak was in response to interactions he had on social media, questioning the Stop The Steal movement and conspiracy movements. He decided to help sponsor a trip himself to D.C. ‘I ended up raising about $25,000 through donations to take a lot of people to Washington, D.C. ... including double Purple Heart recipient ... grandmothers and grandfathers, husbands and wives. When the incident at the Capitol happened, we were heartbroken,’ Majewski said.” [WTOL, 4/2/21]

• Majewski: “When I Watched The Election And The Results And Saw Stop The Steal. I Went Back On Twitter. Raised $30,000 And Took Wounded Veterans Who Did Not Have The Means To DC On January 6th.” “[10:26] Host: ‘Did they (Twitter) ban you?’ Majewski: ‘No. Lost lots of followers when they did the purge and then many left twitter all together for things like Parlor and Gettr. After that I decided to speak at a back the blue rally where I was Keynote speaker. There I brought up the idea of having a Trump watch party at my home. Did that three times. Rented 30,000 ft NFL TV, rented a stage and had some people come out with their food truck. Was the largest trump watch party in Ohio. Spent $60,000 out of my own pocket for this. When I watched the election and the results and saw stop the steal. I went back on twitter, raised $30,000 and took wounded Veterans who did not have the means to DC on January 6th.” [One America Podcast, 8/27/21] (VIDEO)

Majewski Said He Was “Responsible For 60-70 People At The Capitol.” “The reason the Air Force veteran and Toledo native decided to make the trip to Washington to see then-President Trump speak was in response to interactions he had on social media, questioning the Stop The Steal movement and conspiracy movements. He
decided to help sponsor a trip himself to D.C. ‘I ended up raising about $25,000 through donations to take a lot of people to Washington, D.C. ... including double Purple Heart recipient ... grandmothers and grandfathers, husbands and wives. When the incident at the Capitol happened, we were heartbroken,’ Majewski said. ‘When everything started to happen ... we all left. I was responsible for 60-70 people at the Capitol. I had multiple people get injured but I made sure they made it back to our hotel. It was a terrible experience, It was one that was supposed to be great.’” [WTOL, 4/2/21]

- Majewski: “I Had Multiple People Get Injured [At The Capitol] But I Made Sure They Made It Back To Our Hotel.” “The reason the Air Force veteran and Toledo native decided to make the trip to Washington to see then-President Trump speak was in response to interactions he had on social media, questioning the Stop The Steal movement and conspiracy movements. He decided to help sponsor a trip himself to D.C. ‘I ended up raising about $25,000 through donations to take a lot of people to Washington, D.C. ... including double Purple Heart recipient ... grandmothers and grandfathers, husbands and wives. When the incident at the Capitol happened, we were heartbroken,’ Majewski said. ‘When everything started to happen ... we all left. I was responsible for 60-70 people at the Capitol. I had multiple people get injured but I made sure they made it back to our hotel. It was a terrible experience, It was one that was supposed to be great.’” [WTOL, 4/2/21]

April 2021: Majewski Said That He “Questioned The Stop The Steal Movement” And “A Couple Other Folks That Were Posting Some Conspiracy Stuff”

Majewski Said That He Questioned The “Stop The Steal Movement” And Got In An Argument With The Organizer Of The Movement. “I was on twitter and an individual that was in charge of the stop the steal movement, he had accused me of some things that were untrue like asking him for retweets and a couple other things. I questioned the stop the steal movement and I questioned a couple other folks that were posting some conspiracy stuff.” [In His Words WTOL11, 4/2/21]

Majewski Argued That People In The Government Staged The January 6th Attack

Majewski Argued That People In The Government Staged The January 6th Capitol Attack . [13:03] MAJIEWSKI: “No, absolutely not. I mean, they[people in the federal government] have, I mean, they're doing it right now under the PATRIOT Act. So I mean, you know, to even pretend that, that they're not going to monitor the everyday American is, is another farce. Why would they? Why would they stop? It's counterintuitive to their agenda. I mean, they're going to use everything at their, at their expense that they're gonna use everything out there that they have available to them. I mean, they staged an attack on the Capitol, they've done a lot of things, you know.” [Common Sense Show Podcast, 05/03/22] (AUDIO)

- Majewski Suggested The Government Monitors Private Citizens Using Cell Phones And Other Smart Devices. [13:37] MAJIEWSKI: “So they're not gonna stop listening through our cell phones, through our TVs, through our smart refrigerators and other appliances. I mean, this is what they do. We need to take a hard look at our three letter agencies and just stop them from being a, an arm of our, our political parties. I mean, it's, it's, it's ruining our country, and it's ruining it minute by minute, not day by day, but minute by minute.” [Common Sense Show Podcast, 05/03/22] (AUDIO)

Majewski Claimed The 2020 Election Was “Stolen” In April 2022 And Previously Questioned The Election’s Legitimacy

April 2022: Majewski: “I’m Willing To Say The Tough Things [Gavarone] Is Not Willing To Say, Like The Election Was Stolen.” “PP: How do you plan on coming out on top May 3rd? JM: I think the voters resonate with me. I’m from this district. Theresa [Gavarone] is not. I have family in this district. I was born and raised here. I understand this district a lot more than she does. I think the voters are going to turn out in full force for me. I’m the
America First candidate in this race, and I’m willing to say the tough things she is not willing to say, like the election was stolen.” [Paulding County Progress, 4/11/22]

April 2021: Majewski: “Watching The Election Get Stolen, I Think ... I Don’t Want To Say Stolen. There Were Definitely Things That Happened That Caused Speculation, And Where There’s Smoke There’s Fire.”

“Mr. Majewski, who in July turned his Port Clinton-area yard into a giant blue-and-white re-election banner for President Donald Trump — an act of support for which the former president thanked him in a tweet — told The Blade questions surrounding the presidential election’s legitimacy prompted his first run for office. ‘Watching the election get stolen, I think ... I don’t want to say stolen. There were definitely things that happened that caused speculation, and where there’s smoke there’s fire,’ said Mr. Majewski, a 41-year-old project manager who works in the nuclear-power industry. ‘I won’t sit here today and say that I have factual evidence that Joe Biden didn’t beat President Trump in a fair election. I can’t say that,’ Mr. Majewski said. ‘But what I can say is there were enough things that caused concern or areas of question to the point that we should have been a little bit more intrusive from an auditing perspective.’” [Toledo Blade, 4/1/21]

Majewski Told The Chronicle-Telegram Editorial Board That He Believed The 2020 Presidential Election Was Rigged, And Admitted To Appearing On A Podcast With Qanon Supporters. “Majewski, 42, is an Air Force veteran and worked as a project manager in the nuclear industry. He told us in an endorsement interview that he decided to run because he “didn’t see any good Republicans” in the race. Although all of the candidates talked about improving election security, Majewski was the only one who flat-out told us he believed the 2020 presidential election was stolen (which isn’t true). He said he took part in the protest in Washington, D.C., on Jan. 6, although he didn’t enter the Capitol. He said that the FBI had cleared him of any wrongdoing that day. Majewski said he’d been accused of adhering to the QAnon conspiracy theory, although he disputed that characterization. He said he had appeared on a podcast with someone who did support QAnon.” [Chronicle-Telegram, Editorial, 4/26/22]

In An Interview With Real America’s Voice, JR Majewski Said That He Believed Biden Is Not The Legitimate President. Host, “[5:22] I know the answer to this question but I promised my family and my audience I would ask every candidate that comes on here this one question and this is the only question I need to ask you to vet you. Do you believe Joe Biden is the legitimate president of the United States right now?” JR, “Hell no.” [Live From America, Real America’s Voice, 4/20/22]

Majewski Repeatedly Suggested He Would Fight In Violent Conflict Against Other Americans

February 2022: Majewski Said He Would Fight Democrats In A Civil War On A QAnon-Aligned Show

Zak Paine, Majewski’s Friend Who Used The Username Redpill78, Was “Known As A QAnon Influencer” And Was Banned From Multiple Platforms For Promoting The Conspiracy Theory. “Majewski, a Republican, appeared on the Twitch channel of Zak Paine, who goes by the username Redpill78. […] Known as a QAnon influencer, Paine has previously been banned from platforms like Twitter and Facebook. He and Majewski have said they are friends with each other and have hosted several livestreams together.” [American Independent, 4/28/21]

February 2022: Majewski Said He Would Fight Democrats In A Civil War, Though He Hoped “It Doesn’t Come To That,” On Paine’s Show. “In a February 2022 interview on Paine’s show, Majewski, an Air Force veteran, expressed an openness to fighting Democrats in a civil war, though he added that ‘I hope it doesn’t come to that.’ ‘There’s a good percentage of people in this country that will do anything for it, and a lot of them are veterans,’ Majewski said. ‘And once you open that door, you don’t know what’s going to be behind it, and you
can’t close it. Because there’s 20 million veterans in this country that will fight and die for it, even if it’s on our own land, and I happen to be one of them.’’ [Daily Beast, 5/4/22]

- Majewski Said Of A Potential Civil War: “There’s 20 Million Veterans In This Country That Will Fight And Die For It, Even If It’s On Our Own Land, And I Happen To Be One Of Them.” “In a February 2022 interview on Paine’s show, Majewski, an Air Force veteran, expressed an openness to fighting Democrats in a civil war, though he added that ‘I hope it doesn’t come to that.’ ‘There’s a good percentage of people in this country that will do anything for it, and a lot of them are veterans,’ Majewski said. ‘And once you open that door, you don’t know what’s going to be behind it, and you can’t close it. Because there’s 20 million veterans in this country that will fight and die for it, even if it’s on our own land, and I happen to be one of them.’’ [Daily Beast, 5/4/22]

Majewski Pledged To “Do Whatever It Takes” To “Bring This Country Back To Its Former Glory” While Carrying A Rifle Through A Warehouse In A Campaign Ad

Majewski Pledged To “Do Whatever It Takes” To “Bring This Country Back To Its Former Glory” While Carrying A Rifle Through A Warehouse In A Campaign Ad.

[YouTube via J.R. Majewski for Congress, “Make AMERICA Dominant Again (4K),” uploaded April 2022] (VIDEO) 1:55
The Ad “Received Criticism For Seemingly Advocating Political Gun Violence Against Political Opponents.”
“Republican U.S. House candidate J.R. Majewski has created a campaign ad in which he carries a rifle and says he’ll ‘do whatever it takes’ to stop Democrats and ‘return this country back to its former glory.’ The ad has received criticism for seemingly advocating political gun violence against political opponents. Similar criticisms have been directed in the past towards current Georgia Representative Marjorie Taylor Greene and former Alaska governor and vice-presidential candidate Sarah Palin, both of whom are also Republicans.” [Newsweek, 2/24/22]

The Ad Appeared To Target Democrats And Democratic Activists, Including Reps. Ocasio-Cortez And Omar, And Ex-NFL Quarterback Colin Kaepernick.
“A Republican candidate for the United States House of Representatives released a campaign ad on Thursday in which he displayed images of President Joe Biden, Congresswomen Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-New York) and Ilhan Omar (D-Illinois), and ex-quarterback Colin Kaepernick that preceded footage of him wielding a rifle and pledging to ‘do whatever it takes to return this country back to its former glory.’” [Newsweek, 2/24/22]

July 2020: Majewski Said He Would Die For Trump

July 2020: Majewski: “I Am Willing To Die For Donald Trump If It Means Protecting My Country.”
“Project manager JR, said: ‘I painted it for my own personal gratification because I thought it’d look good. I don’t intend to throw my views in people’s faces as such. ‘I lead a comfortable life and am lucky enough to be able to spend thousands of dollars on paint because I want to. My whole street supports Trump and the response has been great, I’ve had lots of positive feedback and people have come to visit my yard just to see the flag. ‘It’s a tribute to the work the president has done so far for this country, it’s a better place to live thanks to him. I think he is the best president we’ve had in my adult lifetime, since Ronald Reagan. ‘He talks the talk and walks the walk, if he says he’s going to put tariffs on China, he’ll do it, and if he says he’ll take out an Iranian militant, he’ll do it. ‘He is so popular here because he puts his money where his mouth is and is a tough guy. I think we are stronger as a nation because of Donald Trump. ‘He s [sic] the commander in chief and as that person, I am willing to die for Donald Trump if it means protecting my country.’” [Metro, 7/17/20]

“I prefer #Patriot over SuperFan but I digress.. As a member of the US Military, our job is to lay our lives on the line. I would do that today if needed. @WestPointWeber #WWG1WGA”
In a music video, Majewski seemed to threaten violence against people who ask him to wear a mask.

In “Let’s Go Brandon,” Majewski rapped, “Just Try To Put A Mask On Me, You’ll See Red, White, And Blue.” “[MAJEWSKI:] They want to make us woke and force us to get the vax. They think pictures with the Pope will get us to all relax. Not to poke fun at dementia, it’s a serious disease. But c’mon man, squeeze your cheeks when you sneeze. Joe is focused on ice cream while he’s crapping his pants. We want our dreams and our freedom, this is our last chance. This is the hill we die on. This is the line in the sand. We leave no one on no battlefield, united we stand. Divided we fall, we need to finish the wall. They want to raise all our taxes, we done with them all. We rendezvous with destiny, take the House in 22, just try to put a mask on me, you’ll see red, white, and blue. Everything woke goes to shit, but let’s go Brandon’s a hit.” [YouTube via Forgiato Blow, “Let's Go Brandon Save America - J360 x Savannah Craven x J.R. Majewski For Congress,” November 2021] (VIDEO) 3:00

Note: See section below for further details of the “Let’s Go Brandon” music video.

Majewski Pledged To Abolish Federal Law Enforcement Agencies

2022: Majewski Pledged To “Abolish” The CIA And “All Unconstitutional Three Letter Agencies”

2022: Majewski: “I Will Fight To Abolish All Unconstitutional Three Letter Agencies Such As The Department Of Energy And The CIA.” “I believe that the federal government’s powers are limited to those named in the Constitution and should be exercised solely to protect the rights of its citizens. I believe Congress must fulfill its constitutional obligations and cease the practice of delegating legislative powers to administrative agencies — legislation should be passed by Congress, not by unelected administration officials. As Thomas Jefferson said, ‘The government closest to the people serves the people best.’ Powers not delegated to the federal government, nor prohibited by the Constitution, are reserved to the states or to the people. I will fight to abolish all unconstitutional three letter agencies such as the Department of Energy and the CIA” [J.R. Majewski for Congress, accessed 5/4/22]

Majewski Is A Trump Sycophant, But Is Critical Of Trump And The MAGA Movement Behind The Scenes

2020 – 2021: Majewski Painted Two Massive Pro-Trump Murals On His Lawn

July 2020: Majewski Painted A 19,000-Square-Foot Trump Banner On His Lawn Using 120 Gallons Of Paint. “An Ohio Air Force veteran has used biodegradable paint to transform his entire yard into a Trump 2020 banner ahead of the November election - earning praise from the President himself. J.R. Majewski, of Port Clinton, used around 120 gallons of paint to create a 19,000-square-foot banner to cover his long, triangular front yard of of [sic] his Bay Township home.” Daily Mail included a photo of the mural:
July 2020: Trump Praised Majewski’s Mural In A Tweet.

Thank you to J.R. Majewski, a great Air Force Veteran and Trump Supporter who did a beautiful job of turning his lawn into a giant Trump sign. Thanks also to your fantastic Ohio neighbors. We are making record progress on JOBS, etc. Big Silent Majority!!!

As Of May 2022, Majewski Raised $5,329 In A Gofundme Entitled “Maintain TRUMP 2020 Flag,” Which He Said Would Be Used “To Purchase […] Paint, Application Of The Paint, And Lawn Maintenance Of The Flag.” Daily Mail reported, “Majewski created a GoFundMe on Saturday to keep the Trump banner on his lawn through the November election. ‘I would like to maintain the TRUMP Flag through November but the costs are be too substantial for me as an individual,’ he wrote. ‘Donated funding would be used to purchase of environmentally friendly, non-VOC, organic field paint, application of the paint, and lawn maintenance of the flag.’” As of May 2022, Majewski’s GoFundMe, entitled “Maintain TRUMP 2020 Flag,” raised $5,329.”

September 2021: Majewski Painted A Massive Mural Of Trump’s Face On His Lawn, Which He Called An “S.O.S.” To Trump Amid The Afghanistan Withdrawal. “J.R. Majewski, the Port Clinton man hoping to unseat the longest serving woman in U.S. Congress, has a new massive Donald Trump banner painted across his entire front yard. Majewski made national news in the summer of 2020 after painting his lawn into a 19,000-square-foot sign supporting former President Donald Trump’s reelection bid at the time. Now, running as a Republican against incumbent Democrat Marcy Kaptur, Majewski is back with an even more elaborate painting featuring the former president. ‘I’m sending an “S.O.S.” to President Trump because the United States of America needs leadership now more than ever,’ Majewski said. The new yard painting features Trump in intricate detail, painted in the style of a stencil portrait on a backdrop of red, white and blue. […] Sparking him to create the new painting, he cited the turmoil surrounding the U.S. military’s recent withdrawal from Afghanistan and that there are still American citizens trying to get out of the country.” Port Clinton News Herald included a photo of the mural:
April 2022: Majewski Shared A Video In Which Trump Praised His Lawn Murals And Said He “Love[d] Him, J.R. Majewski”

April 2022: Majewski Shared A Video In Which Trump Praised His Lawn Murals And Said He “Love[d] Him, J.R. Majewski.” In the video, Trump stated in part, “He’s been carving the name Trump on his farm and those planes would pass over that farm. You know who I’m talking about. And he’s a great guy and he’s in there fighting for whatever the hell he’s fighting for. I don’t care. I love him, J.R. Majewski.” [JR Majewski for Congress Twitter, 4/24/22]

Trump Congratulated Majewski With A Handwritten Letter After Majewski Won The 2022 OH-09 Congressional Primary.

Former President Donald Trump Congratulated Majewski With A Handwritten Note.
Majewski Appeared With President Trump At A Republican Fundraiser

Majewski Appeared With President Trump At A Republican Fundraiser.
Majewski Claimed He Was An “OFFICIAL [Sic] TRUMP 2020 Surrogate”


[.@americkasfavoritepatriot TikTok via Media Matters for America, accessed 5/4/22]

December 2020: Majewski Claimed He Was A “Trump Surrogate.”

[.@jr_majewski Twitter via Media Matters for America, uploaded 12/26/20, accessed 5/4/22]

Note: Date of capture of @americkasfavoritepatriot bio unknown. As of May 2022, @americkasfavoritepatriot was not an active TikTok account.

… But Majewski Also Called Trump “An Idiot” In A Leaked Twitter DM Where Majewski Was Alleged To Have Said He Would Have Voted For Marcy Kaptur If She Was Running Against Madison Gesiotto Gilbert

A Leaked Twitter DM Alleged That Majewski Said He Would Have Voted For Marcy Kaptur If She Was Running Against Madison Gesiotto Gilbert, And Majewski Called Trump “An Idiot.”
Majewski Said That Trump “Absolutely” Had Character Flaws

Majewski Said Trump Absolutely Had Character Flaws. [1:08:51] MAJEWSKI: “I did support President Trump, I still do. I think his policies are great for the United States. Do I think that he had character flaws, absolutely.” [Rise and Grind Morning Show, 10/19/2021] (VIDEO)

Majewski Also Allegedly Criticized The MAGA Movement And Said That It Was “Too Establishment”

Majewski Said That The Maga Movement Was “Too Establishment.” “A few weeks ago, meanwhile, an Ohio Democratic operative named Sam Melendez posted screenshots on Twitter that appear to show a direct message conversation with Majewski in January 2022. In the screenshots, Majewski calls the MAGA movement ‘too establishment,’ says he’s not a registered Republican, and complains that America is ‘too polarized.’” [Slate, 5/10/22]

Majewski Aligned Himself With The House’s Most Extreme Members And Radical Conservatives

Majewski Posted A Photo Of Himself With Marjorie Taylor Greene On His Campaign Website And Tweeted In Support Of her

As Of May 2022, Majewski Had A Photo Of Himself With Marjorie Taylor Greene And Jim Jordan On His Campaign Website.
April 2022: Majewski Retweeted Team MTG: “Marjorie Taylor Greene Was Kicked Off Of Twitter For Speaking The Truth. […] RT & Follow To Show Your Support.” “Marjorie Taylor Greene was kicked off of Twitter for speaking the truth. But that wasn’t enough. Now Democrats & RINOs are trying to kick her out of Congress. This is the new OFFICIAL team account. Please RT & Follow to show your support.  http://mtg4america.com”

[@JRMajewski Twitter, 4/18/22]

3/4/22: Majewski: “Today @DrPaulGosar Voted America First. We Should Applaud His Bravery To Hold The Line And Stand Strong.”
“Arizona Republican Congressman Paul Gosar was among only three members of the U.S. House Wednesday to vote against a resolution in support of Ukraine amid the Russian invasion. The measure passed with a 426-to-3 vote, calls for an immediate ceasefire and the removal of Russian forces from Ukraine. Gosar says while he supports the country’s people, he believes the non-binding resolution would commit U.S. troops to the fight under the NATO alliance. Ukraine, however, is not a member of NATO and President Joe Biden has repeatedly said he does not support sending U.S. troops to fight in Ukraine. The U.S. Senate passed a similar resolution last month.”
[Arizona Public Radio, 3/4/22]

Gosar Endorsed Majewski's Congressional Campaign. “According to his campaign website, Majewski served in the U.S. Air Force for several years and has also had a career in the nuclear industry. He describes himself as an ‘America first’ candidate who is against abortion rights and in favor of limited government, among other issues. ‘The Republican Party is raunch with lifetime politicians who are spineless and seek to serve themselves and the members of their exclusive ‘club.’ We must fight to eradicate those within our party that seek to destroy it. We must hold them accountable to our Conservative principles and call them out when they cease to deliver,’ a message on his website reads. He has received several endorsements, including from conservative political consultant and author Roger Stone and Republican Representative Paul Gosar, who was censured last year for sharing a violent meme about Democratic Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez.” [Newsweek, 5/4/22]

My friend @JRMajewski will make a great addition to the America First movement in Congress. #OH-9 His experience in nuclear energy will help everyone. @Jim_Jordan
J.R. Majewski (OH-09) Research Memo | 48

This is the exact behavior that I expect of our GOP Representatives. Firebrand @mattgaetz

"I'm embarrassed by YOUR leadership! I'm not embarrassed for my country. It's disgraceful that you would sit here & conflate your failures with those of uniformed service members." -

Majewski Said He Would Model His Leadership After Jim Jordan’s

2022: Majewski Said He Would Model His Leadership After Jim Jordan’s. “[BALLotpedia:] Is there a particular representative, past or present, whom you want to model yourself after? [Majewski] Jim Jordan” [Majewski Ballotpedia Candidate Connection Survey, 2022]

Majewski Was Endorsed By Michael Flynn

Michael Flynn Endorsed JR Majewski.

Proud to be endorsed by LTG Michael Flynn

Majewski Was Endorsed By Arizona State Senator Wendy Rodgers

[Twitter, @JRMajewski, 2/4/22]
J.R. Majewski Was Endorsed By Arizona State Senator Wendy Rogers. “Proud to be amongst these AMERICA First Candidates!”

Majewski Was Endorsed By Florida Rep. Kat Cammack


Majewski Was Endorsed By Former Secretary Of State Ken Blackwell

Former Ohio Secretary Of State Ken Blackwell Endorsed J.R. Majewski. “Former Ohio Secretary of State Ken Blackwell released the following, ‘Today, I am honored to strongly endorse Air Force Vet J.R. Majewski in Ohio’s 9th Congressional District. For too long, the 9th District has been represented by someone who cares more about attending parties in Washington D.C. than serving their constituents. I know that J.R. will lead by example and work tirelessly to promote the needs of his district. J.R. is hands down the best candidate to take on Marcy Kaptur.’” [J.R. Majewski For Congress, Press Release, 1/31/22]
**Majewski Appeared On Steve Bannon’s War Room And Called Himself “The New Face Of The Republican Party”**

Majewski Appeared On Steve Bannon’s War Room And Called Himself “The New Face Of The Republican Party.” After Bannon asked Majewski whether Majewski’s campaign message resonated with members of the NRCC, Majewski said “[2:20] Absolutely. I kind of became the celebrity of the night and even this morning people were coming up and talking to me. They love to hear the message and they love to hear that President Trump is coming out and supporting a guy like me. They know that I’m the new face of the Republican party.” [Bannon’s War Room, 5/10/22] (VIDEO)

**Majewski Praised Tucker Carlson And Called Himself A “Rush Baby”**


Majewski Praised Tucker Carlson And Called Himself A “Rush Baby”.


**Majewski Admired Mike Lindell’s “Tenacity And His Kindness”**

Majewski Said He Admires Mike Lindell’s “Tenacity And His Kindness.” “Despite the trials and tribulations, attacks by the left wing communists, Mike Lindell keeps fighting. I have had the pleasure to meet Mike a few times and admire him for his tenacity and his kindness.” [JR Majewski, Facebook, 1/18/22]

**Majewski Is An Anti-Choice Extremist**
2022: Majewski Stated He Believed In “Life At Conception” And Pledged To “Fight For The Right To Life With Every Vote”

2022: Majewski Stated He Believed In “Life At Conception” And Pledged To “Fight For The Right To Life With Every Vote.” “The American people must defend innocent life and upholding the Judeo-Christian values of our founding. I will support all legislation that protects life in the womb. I believe in life at conception, and I believe our laws should protect all living souls, including those who are the most vulnerable. I will fight for the right to life with every vote. I will fight to end tax-payer funding of planned parenthood.” [J.R. Majewski for Congress, accessed 5/4/22]

- Majewski: “The American People Must Defend Innocent Life And Upholding The Judeo-Christian Values Of Our Founding.” “The American people must defend innocent life and upholding the Judeo-Christian values of our founding. I will support all legislation that protects life in the womb. I believe in life at conception, and I believe our laws should protect all living souls, including those who are the most vulnerable. I will fight for the right to life with every vote. I will fight to end tax-payer funding of planned parenthood.” [J.R. Majewski for Congress, accessed 5/4/22]

2022: Majewski Pledged To Defund Planned Parenthood

2022: Majewski: “I Will Fight To End Tax-Payer Funding Of Planned Parenthood.” “The American people must defend innocent life and upholding the Judeo-Christian values of our founding. I will support all legislation that protects life in the womb. I believe in life at conception, and I believe our laws should protect all living souls, including those who are the most vulnerable. I will fight for the right to life with every vote. I will fight to end tax-payer funding of planned parenthood.” [J.R. Majewski for Congress, accessed 5/4/22]

April 2022: Majewski: “If You’re Not Actively Legislating To Defund Planned Parenthood, Then You’re Fine With Planned Parenthood Being Funded.”

If you’re not actively legislating to defund Planned Parenthood, then you’re fine with Planned Parenthood being funded.

5:07 PM - Apr 9, 2022 - Twitter for iPhone

[@JRMajewski Twitter, 4/9/22]

Majewski Supported Crisis Pregnancy Centers Such As Heartbeat Of Ottawa County And Abigail Pregnancy Services
June 2021: Majewski Posted A Tweet Of Him Visiting Abigail Pregnancy Services, A Crisis Pregnancy Center And Added A Hashtag Of #prolife.

Had the pleasure of touring Abigail Pregnancy Services today and I am absolutely amazed at what they are doing for our communities in Ohio.

What a tremendous organization.

#prolife

September 2021: Majewski Posted A Tweet Saying That He And His Wife “Are Proud To Support Pro-Life Organizations Like Heartbeat Of Ottawa County, Ohio.”

My wife and I are proud to support pro-life organizations like Heartbeat of Ottawa County, Ohio.

[@JRMajewski, Twitter, 6/14/21]

[@JRMajewski, Twitter, 9/16/21]
Majewski’s Campaign Was Propped Up By A Super PAC Bankrolled By A Secretive Out-of-State Millionaire Whose Fortune Came From Oil And Gas

As Of May 2022, An Extreme Right-Wing Super PAC Called Drain The DC Swamp PAC Had Already Spent Nearly $400,000 Propping Up J.R. Majewski’s 2022 Congressional Campaign,

As Of May 2022, A Super PAC Called Drain The DC Swamp PAC Had Spent $392,695 Supporting Majewski And Opposing Majewski’s Republican Primary Opponents In The OH-09 Race

As Of May 2022, Drain The DC Swamp PAC Had Spent $225,174.00 Dollars Supporting J.R. Majewski’s OH-09 2022 Congressional Campaign.

Drain the DC Swamp PAC Recipients, 2022

[Open Secrets, accessed 5/10/22]

As Of May 2022, Drain The Swamp DC PAC Had Also Spent $83,761 Against OH-09 Republican Candidate Theresa Gavarone And $83,760 Against OH-09 Republican Candidate Craig Riedel, A Total Of $167,521.
The Super PAC’s Spending To Support Majewski Was Significantly More Than Majewski Had Raised For His Own Campaign As Of The End Of Q1 2022
As Of The End Of Q1 2022, J.R. Majewski Raised $255,707.32 For His Campaign.

Drain The DC Swamp PAC Is Based Out Of New Jersey And Has Had A History Of Supporting Far-Right Candidates Such As Marjorie Taylor Greene, Lauren Boebert, And Mo Brooks.

The Drain The DC Swamp PAC Listed A Mailing Address In Marlton, New Jersey And Has Supported Far Right Candidates Such As Lauren Boebert, Marjorie Taylor Greene, Mo Brooks, And Christian Collins.
Drain The DC Swamp PAC Has Made Independent Expenditures Against Republican Members Of Congress Who Supported The Impeachment Of Donald Trump

Drain The DC Swamp Has Made Independent Expenditures Against Adam Kinzinger. [FEC.gov, accessed 5/12/22]
Drain The DC Swamp Has Made Independent Expenditures Against Anthony Gonzalez. [FEC.gov, accessed 5/12/22]

Drain The DC Swamp Has Made Independent Expenditures Against John Katko. [FEC.gov, accessed 5/12/22]

Drain The DC Swamp Has Made Independent Expenditures Against Rob Portman. [FEC.gov, accessed 5/12/22]

Drain The DC Swamp Has Made Independent Expenditures Against Susan Collins. [FEC.gov, accessed 5/12/22]

Drain The DC Swamp Has Made Independent Expenditures Against Ben Sasse. [FEC.gov, accessed 5/12/22]

Drain The DC Swamp Has Made Independent Expenditures Against Lisa Murkowski. [FEC.gov, accessed 5/12/22]

Drain The DC Swamp Has Made Independent Expenditures Against Mitt Romney. [FEC.gov, accessed 5/12/22]

Drain The DC Swamp PAC Was Overwhelmingly Funded By Republican Megadonor Tatnall Hillman, Who Contributed $1.94 Million Out Of $2.05 Million Total Raised By The PAC As Of The End Of Q1 2022
As Of The End Of Q1 2022, Drain The DC Swamp PAC Raised $2,046,051.08 During The 2022 Cycle.

As Of The End Of Q1 2022, Tatnall Hillman Had Given $1,943,200 Million Dollars To The Drain The DC Swamp PAC During The 2022 Cycle.
Tatnall Hillman Was A “Notoriously Reclusive” And “Mysterious” Millionaire Republican Megadonor Based In Aspen, Colorado Whose Inherited Wealth Came From Oil And Gas

Hillman Was An Aspen Colorado-Based “Notoriously Reclusive’ And “Mysterious” Republican Megadonor, Giving Over $3.2 Million To Right-Wing Political Candidates And Causes During The 2022 Cycle Alone

Hillman Was An “Aspen Millionaire.” “Aspen millionaire Tatnall Hillman has donated more to conservative campaigns this year than in any previous year, doling out at least $800,000 to congressional campaigns, presidential
candidates, and conservative groups. [...] As for Hillman, the Aspen millionaire, he gave Coffman $2,700 in this quarter and has now reached the federal maximum contribution limit of $5,400 total for the year. He gave Coffman $3,600 in 2014.” [Colorado Independent, 10/24/16]

**As Of May 2022, Hillman Had Given A Total Of $3,223,231.53 To Republican Political Candidates And Causes During The 2022 Cycle.** [FEC, accessed 5/12/22]

**Hillman Has Given To Both Extreme-Right Wing Candidates Like Madison Cawthorn And Marjorie Taylor Greene And More Establishment Figures Like Mitch McConnell And Kevin McCarthy, As Well As To Trump**

HEADLINE: “’Mind-Bogglingly Irresponsible’: Meet The Republican Donors Helping Qanon Reach Congress.” [The Guardian, 8/24/20]

- Tatnall Hillman Was Listed Among Other Republican Donors Who Had Given To QAnon Supporter Marjorie Taylor Greene. “Republican party leaders linked to the White House helped boost the primary campaign of a QAnon supporter with a history of making racist and bigoted statements, campaign finance filings show. Marjorie Taylor Greene’s victory in the 11 August primary runoff for Georgia’s 14th congressional district all but assures that a backer of the baseless and antisemitic QAnon conspiracy theory will be elected to Congress in November. [...] Greene also received donations from major Republican donors, including Tatnall Hillman, who was described by Colorado Politics as “a secretive Aspen billionaire who annually makes multi-million contributions to Republican candidates” [The Guardian, 8/24/20]

**Hillman Has Contributed To Mo Brooks, Madison Cawthorn, Thomas Massie, Lauren Boebert, Teddy Daniels, And Ronny Jackson.** [FEC.gov, accessed 5/12/22]

**Hillman Has Contributed To Mitch McConnell, Kevin McCarthy, Rand Paul, Ted Cruz, Chuck Grassley, Elise Stefanik, Tim Scott, And Jim Jordan.** [FEC.gov, accessed 5/12/22]

**Hillman Donated To Trump’s Make America Great Again Committee During Both The 2016 And 2020 Campaigns.** [FEC, accessed 5/12/22]

**Tatnall Hillman’s Money Came Indirectly From The Oil And Gas Industry; He Inherited Wealth When His Father, Who Led The Pennsylvania-Based Hillman Company That Operated In Oil And Gas, Died**

Tatnall Hillman was “Colorado’s Most Mysterious Donor,” “Notoriously Reclusive And Refuses To Give Interviews,” “Whose “Money Comes From Oil And Gas.” “And A Generous Contributor To Conservative Campaigns And Causes In Colorado And Nationwide. Colorado’s most mysterious donor has been busy this election season, contributing $34,950 to Coloradans for Safer Neighborhoods, an independent expenditure committee run by Taylor Rhodes, the new executive director of Rocky Mountain Gun Owners. Tatnall Hillman of Aspen has been RMGO’s most generous individual donor over the last six years, with $126,000 in donations to RMGO’s IEC. This year, his only contribution so far to IECs in Colorado has been to Safer Neighborhoods, which is running opposition ads on Democratic Reps. Bri Buentello of Pueblo, Barbara Mcclachlan of Durango and Brianna Titone of Arvada. Over the last decade, Hillman, who is notoriously reclusive and refuses to give interviews, has made $177,250 in contributions to Republican candidates and affiliated causes in Colorado, according to TRACER, the Secretary of State’s campaign finance database. RMGO has received most of that, at $160,950. Hillman has been far more generous over the years at the federal level, with close to $2 million in contributions in each of the last two election cycles. Most notably, in 2018, he backed Republican U.S. Rep. Scott Tipton of Cortez with a maximum contribution of $5,400. In 2020, however, he was an early backer of Tipton’s primary opponent, Lauren Boebert, with a total of $4,600 in contributions beginning in March. Hillman’s money comes from oil and gas. His biggest federal donations this year have been to political action committees, including
$88,000 to Drain the Swamp PAC, at least $61,000 to the Club for Growth PAC and $12,500 to the House Freedom Fund. [Colorado Politics, 5/10/22]

Tatnall Was The Step-Brother Of Billionaire Henry Hillman And Son Of John Hartwell Hillman.


John H. Hillman Jr Ran The Hillman Company, Which Was Involved In The Manufacturing, Oil, Gas, Coal, Banking, Chemical Plants, And Real Estate. “John Hartwell ‘Hart’ Hillman, Jr. took over the company at his father’s death in 1911. Energetic and entrepreneurial, Hart expanded into coal mines, coke production, barge building, blast furnaces, towboats, chemical plants, and real estate. This expansion and diversification carried the company through turbulent times, including the Great Depression of the 1930s—when more than 30,000 other businesses failed. Hart acquired interests in iron and steel producers and fabricators, oil, and banks. As a major stockholder, he played an important role in the development of Texas Gas Transmission Corporation. He was instrumental in consolidating smaller banks and trust companies into Pittsburgh National Bank—today PNC Financial Services Group, Inc., the sixth largest bank holding company in the United States.” [The Hillman Company, accessed 5/10/22]

Hillman Inherited An Unknown Amount Of Wealth In The Form Of Hillman Company Shares When His Father Died, But Hillman’s Stepbrother Retained Greater Ownership Of The Company. “Hillman, Jr., had taken over leadership of The Hillman Company after his father's death and shares of The Hillman Company had been distributed to Hillman family members. In 1965, Henry, Jr., sought to consolidate ownership of The Hillman Company, and approached his relatives with offers to buy out their shares of The Hillman Company. Howard thought the offer from his step-brother Henry was too low and declined to sell the shares to his step-brother. His mother, Dora, and brother, Tatnall, followed suit and also declined to sell their shares. Howard, Tatnall and Dora eventually reached an arrangement with Henry Hillman, Jr., and remained as owners of stock in The Hillman Company. […] Howard and Tatnall reacted to their wealth and economic security differently. After experimenting with teaching and computer programming, Tatnall decided to eschew the pursuit of a paying career. Since 1970, Tatnall has occupied his time with avocations. A devoted skier who now lives in Aspen, Tatnall has volunteered his time patrolling ski mountains in Colorado and as an instructor for disabled and blind skiers. He also continued to serve for several years in the Naval Reserves, and used his wealth to engage in philanthropic activities and non-profit board service.” [Delaware Journal of Corporate Law, Volume 33, Number 3, Unreported Cases 3, 2008; accessed 5/11/22]
Tatnall Hillman Appeared To Have Little Involvement In His Family’s Hillman Company, “Eschewing A Paying Career” While Hillman’s Now-Deceased Stepbrother Henry L. Hillman Took Over The Company’s Operation Upon His Father’s Death In 1959


2017: Billionaire Henry Hillman—The Predominant Heir Of Hillman Company—Died. “Henry L. Hillman, the unpretentious Pittsburgh billionaire financier who quietly gave of his time and money to become one of the most generous benefactors in the city's history, died Friday. He was 98 Mr. Hillman died at about 7 p.m. Friday of age-related complications at UPMC Shadyside, where he had been hospitalized for the past few days. His death was seen as a second sorrowful blow to a city still mourning the loss of another lifelong icon, Dan Rooney, chairman of the Steelers, who died Thursday. Mr. Hillman's business prowess propelled him ahead of the Mellon and Carnegie family heirs to become the wealthiest man in Pittsburgh and a perennial on Forbes magazine's list of the 400 richest Americans..” [Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 4/14/17]

The Hillman Company Is An Investment Management Holding Company Owned By The Hillman Family With More Than 100 Years In Private Equity Investing. “Located in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, The Hillman Company is a fully integrated family office and investment holding company owned by the Hillman family. The Hillman Company provides investment advisory and other services to its wholly-owned subsidiary, Wilmington Investments, Inc., Hillman family members, a number of Hillman family trusts and a private foundation established by Hillman family members. Because The Hillman Company has more than 100 years of experience in private equity investing, the portfolios that it manages reflect significant commitments to this asset class.”[Hillman Company, accessed 5/11/22]

After Graduating From Princeton, Tatnall Served As AN Active Duty Naval Officer For Four Years, Then Taught High School Classes For Several Years, Then Briefly Worked As A Computer Programmer.
“Howard's brother, Tatnall, graduated from Princeton with a biology major, then spent four years as an active duty Naval officer. After that, he taught high school classes for several years in Princeton, New Jersey, and briefly worked as a computer programmer. Therefore, by the mid-1960s Howard was focused on a career in business, and Tatnall was trying to figure out what career, if any, he should dedicate his time. By that time, their stepfather Henry Hillman had died. Henry's son, Henry Hillman, Jr., had taken over leadership of The Hillman Company after his father's death and shares of The Hillman Company had been distributed to Hillman family members. In 1965, Henry, Jr., sought to consolidate ownership of The Hillman Company, and approached his relatives with offers to buy out their shares of The Hillman Company.” [Delaware Journal of Corporate Law, Volume 33, Number 3, Unreported Cases 3, 2008; accessed 5/11/22]
When Tatnall Hillman’s Father Died, Step Brother Henry Hillman Jr. Took Over Leadership Of the Hillman Company, While Tatnall Received Shares Of Hillman Company Stock. “Hillman, Jr., had taken over leadership of The Hillman Company after his father’s death and shares of The Hillman Company had been distributed to Hillman family members. In 1965, Henry, Jr., sought to consolidate ownership of The Hillman Company, and approached his relatives with offers to buy out their shares of The Hillman Company. Howard thought the offer from his step-brother Henry was too low and declined to sell the shares to his step-brother. His mother, Dora, and brother, Tatnall, followed suit and also declined to sell their shares. Howard, Tatnall and Dora eventually reached an arrangement with Henry Hillman, Jr., and remained as owners of stock in The Hillman Company. […] Howard and Tatnall reacted to their wealth and economic security differently. After experimenting with teaching and computer programming, Tatnall decided to eschew the pursuit of a paying career. Since 1970, Tatnall has occupied his time with avocations. A devoted skier who now lives in Aspen, Tatnall has volunteered his time patrolling ski mountains in Colorado and as an instructor for disabled and blind skiers. He also continued to serve for several years in the Naval Reserves, and used his wealth to engage in philanthropic activities and non-profit board service.” [Delaware Journal of Corporate Law, Volume 33, Number 3, Unreported Cases 3, 2008; accessed 5/11/22]

Henry L. Hillman "Quickly Took the Reins Of The Hillman CO." When His Father Died In 1959. “Henry L. Hillman, the unpretentious Pittsburgh billionaire financier who quietly gave of his time and money to become one of the most generous benefactors in the city's history, died Friday. He was 98. […] After the war, Mr. Hillman joined Pittsburgh Coke & Chemical Co., in which the family had a minority interest, becoming president in 1955 at the age of 37. He took the reins of the Hillman Co. when his father died in 1959, quickly transforming the company by jettisoning the old-line industrial businesses in favor investments in technology and real estate. He built a national reputation for his ability to read and respond to changes in the business environment and to identify start-up companies with growth potential.” [Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 4/14/17]

After Inheriting Hillman Company Stock After His Father’s Death, Tatnall “Decided To Eschew The Pursuit Of A Paying Career” And Since 1970 Has “Occupied His Time With Avocations.” “Hillman, Jr., had taken over leadership of The Hillman Company after his father's death and shares of The Hillman Company had been distributed to Hillman family members. In 1965, Henry, Jr., sought to consolidate ownership of The Hillman Company, and approached his relatives with offers to buy out their shares of The Hillman Company. Howard thought the offer from his step-brother Henry was too low and declined to sell the shares to his step-brother. His mother, Dora, and brother, Tatnall, followed suit and also declined to sell their shares. Howard, Tatnall and Dora eventually reached an arrangement with Henry Hillman, Jr., and remained as owners of stock in The Hillman Company. […] Howard and Tatnall reacted to their wealth and economic security differently. After experimenting with teaching and computer programming, Tatnall decided to eschew the pursuit of a paying career. Since 1970, Tatnall has occupied his time with avocations. A devoted skier who now lives in Aspen, Tatnall has volunteered his time patrolling ski mountains in Colorado and as an instructor for disabled and blind skiers. He also continued to serve for several years in the Naval Reserves, and used his wealth to engage in philanthropic activities and non-profit board service.” [Delaware Journal of Corporate Law, Volume 33, Number 3, Unreported Cases 3, 2008; accessed 5/11/22]

Since 1970, Hillman Has Reportedly “Occupied His Time With Avocations” Including Skiing And Volunteering, And Has For Decades Has Reported His Profession As “Retired” To The Federal Election Commission

2008: Tatnall Hillman Was A Devoted Skier Who Lived In Aspen. “Hillman, Jr., had taken over leadership of The Hillman Company after his father's death and shares of The Hillman Company had been distributed to Hillman family members. In 1965, Henry, Jr., sought to consolidate ownership of The Hillman Company, and approached his relatives with offers to buy out their shares of The Hillman Company. Howard thought the offer from his step-brother Henry was too low and declined to sell the shares to his step-brother. His mother, Dora, and brother,
Tatnall, followed suit and also declined to sell their shares. Howard, Tatnall and Dora eventually reached an arrangement with Henry Hillman, Jr., and remained as owners of stock in The Hillman Company. [...] Howard and Tatnall reacted to their wealth and economic security differently. After experimenting with teaching and computer programming, Tatnall decided to eschew the pursuit of a paying career. Since 1970, Tatnall has occupied his time with avocations. A devoted skier who now lives in Aspen, Tatnall has volunteered his time patrolling ski mountains in Colorado and as an instructor for disabled and blind skiers. He also continued to serve for several years in the Naval Reserves, and used his wealth to engage in philanthropic activities and non-profit board service.” [Delaware Journal of Corporate Law, Volume 33, Number 3, Unreported Cases 3, 2008; accessed 5/11/22]

Hillman “Used His Wealth To Engage In Philanthropic Activities And Non-Profit Board Service.” “Hillman, Jr., had taken over leadership of The Hillman Company after his father's death and shares of The Hillman Company had been distributed to Hillman family members. In 1965, Henry, Jr., sought to consolidate ownership of The Hillman Company, and approached his relatives with offers to buy out their shares of The Hillman Company. Howard thought the offer from his step-brother Henry was too low and declined to sell the shares to his step-brother. His mother, Dora, and brother, Tatnall, followed suit and also declined to sell their shares. Howard, Tatnall and Dora eventually reached an arrangement with Henry Hillman, Jr., and remained as owners of stock in The Hillman Company. [...] Howard and Tatnall reacted to their wealth and economic security differently. After experimenting with teaching and computer programming, Tatnall decided to eschew the pursuit of a paying career. Since 1970, Tatnall has occupied his time with avocations. A devoted skier who now lives in Aspen, Tatnall has volunteered his time patrolling ski mountains in Colorado and as an instructor for disabled and blind skiers. He also continued to serve for several years in the Naval Reserves, and used his wealth to engage in philanthropic activities and non-profit board service.” [Delaware Journal of Corporate Law, Volume 33, Number 3, Unreported Cases 3, 2008; accessed 5/11/22]

For Decades, Tatnall Hillman Has Reported His Profession As “Retired” On His FEC Contributions. [FEC, accessed 5/11/22]

Majewski Said That He Didn’t Ask The Drain The DC Swamp PAC To Support Him And That “They Just Came Out Of Nowhere”

Majewski Bragged About Contributions From The Drain The DC Swamp PAC: “My Opponents Are Freaking Out […] I Did Not Ask This Super PAC To Support Me, They Just Came Out Of Nowhere.” “[27:30] If you do some searching on the FEC, you’ll see there’s a group called DC Drain The Swamp that is throwing a couple 6 figures on my race. We’re taking a shit on these folks, and by the time they know what we’re up to, it’s going to be too late.” Host: ‘That group that you just mentioned- who is the person that’s like behind that group? […] Is there somebody that we should recognize as part of that group?’ Majewski: ‘Um, there are a couple. But it would be inappropriate for me to say. But I can tell that they support some freedom fighters like Paul Gosar,
like Wendy Rodgers, like Tom Massie. But they are a solid, solid organization, and they are looking to get rid of the establishment in D.C., and my opponents are freaking out. [...] I did not ask this Super PAC to support me, they just came out of nowhere. [...] You can’t control it, they pick you and react to their support and you hope that it’s positive. They’ve done some really cool stuff for me.” [Red Pill News, Podcast, 4/23/22] (AUDIO)

### Majewski Pledged To Dismantle Public Education At The Federal Level

#### 2022: Majewski Pledged To “Shudder” The “Unconstitutional” Department Of Education

2022: Majewski: “I Believe That The U.S. Department Of Education And The Federal Government’s Role In Education Should Be Ended Immediately.” “I believe that our public-school systems are failing our children and that all parents should have an opportunity to choose the best education available for their children. I believe that the U.S. Department of Education and the federal government’s role in education should be ended immediately. I will fight for our charter school programs and advocate for school voucher programs that empower parental choice.” [J.R. Majewski for Congress, accessed 5/4/22]

March 2022: Majewski: “The Dept Of Ed. Is Unconstitutional & Should Be Shuddered.” “After all the federal government put Americans through during COVID, parents are fed up. School choice is an absolute must. The Dept of Ed. is unconstitutional & should be shuddered. It’s time to return the influence of our children’s education where it belongs. With parents.”

[@JRMajewski Twitter, 3/8/22]

#### 2022: Majewski Pledged To “Advocate For School Voucher Programs” And Stated That Public Schools “Are Failing Our Children”

2022: Majewski: “I Believe That Our Public-School Systems Are Failing Our Children And That All Parents Should Have An Opportunity To Choose The Best Education Available For Their Children.” “I believe that our public-school systems are failing our children and that all parents should have an opportunity to choose the best education available for their children. I believe that the U.S. Department of Education and the federal government’s role in education should be ended immediately. I will fight for our charter school programs and advocate for school voucher programs that empower parental choice.” [J.R. Majewski for Congress, accessed 5/4/22]

2022: Majewski: “I Will Fight For Our Charter School Programs And Advocate For School Voucher Programs That Empower Parental Choice.” “I believe that our public-school systems are failing our children and that all parents should have an opportunity to choose the best education available for their children. I believe that the U.S. Department of Education and the federal government’s role in education should be ended immediately. I will fight for our charter school programs and advocate for school voucher programs that empower

Majewski Potentially Violated Campaign Ethics Rules By Failing To File A Candidate Financial Disclosure In 2021

Majewski Would’ve Been Required To File A Candidate Financial Disclosure During Q2 2021 Under House Ethics Rules, Because He Had Declared His Candidacy And Raised More Than $5,000 During That Time Frame

Majewski Filed His Statement Of Candidacy For The OH-09 Congressional Race On February 25th, 2021.

**FEC FORM 1**

**STATEMENT OF ORGANIZATION**

**FILING FEC-1502097**

1. J.R. Majewski for Congress
   3055 W. Elmrow Rd
   Port Clinton, OH 43452
   Email: jrmajewski@icloud.com, jrmajewski@icloud.com

2. Date: 02/25/2021

   FEC Committee ID #: CO0795616 This committee is a Principal Campaign Committee. Candidate: Mr. James Richard Majewski
   Party: Republican Party
   Office Sought: House of Representatives
   State is Ohio in District: 09

   **Affiliated Committees/Organizations**
   NONE

   **Custodian of Records:**
   J R Majewski
   3055 W. Elmrow
   Port Clinton, 43452
   Phone # (419) 707-4717

   **Treasurer:**
   J R Majewski
   3055 W. Elmrow
   Port Clinton, 43452
   Phone # (419) 707-4717

   **Designated Agent(s):**

   **Banks or Depositories**
   Chase
   2601 Navarre Ave
   Oregon, Ohio 43616

   **Signed:** J R Majewski
   **Date Signed:** 02/25/2021

   **(End FEC FORM 1)**

   Generated Thu May 12 14:45:48 2022

[FEC.gov, accessed 5/12/22]
In Q2 2021, Majewski reported that he raised $48,299.22 in total contributions for his OH-09 congressional race.

According to the 2021 U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Ethics’ Instruction Guide for Financial Disclosure Statements, candidates “are required to file an FD statement once they ‘qualify’ as a candidate by raising or spending more than $5,000.00 dollars in a campaign.” Individuals are required to file an FD statement once they “qualify” as a candidate by raising or spending more than $5,000 in a campaign for election to the House of Representatives. If you receive a notice to file an FD Statement before you have raised or spent more than $5,000 on the campaign, you should promptly notify the Clerk of the House in writing or through the online filing system that the campaign has not yet crossed the $5,000 threshold. You may use the Campaign Notice Regarding Financial Disclosure Requirement Form included as Appendix E in these instructions to make the notification to the Clerk. See “Where to File” for the mailing address for the Clerk.” [U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Ethics, accessed 5/12/22]

According to the 2021 U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Ethics’ Instruction Guide for Financial Disclosure Statements, if a candidate qualifies “during a non-election (oddnumbered) year,”
They “Must File An FD Statement Within 30 Days Of Becoming A Candidate Or May 15th Of That Year, Whichever Is Later.” “If you qualify during a non-election (oddnumbered) year, then you must file an FD Statement within 30 days of becoming a candidate or May 15 of that year, whichever is later. You are then required to file a second FD Statement on May 15 of the following year if you are still a candidate on that date. For 2022 only, the second FD Statement is due on May 16, 2022. If you lose a primary election or formally withdraw, as explained below, before May 16, 2022, then you are not required to file the second FD Statement.” [U.S. House Of Representatives Committee On Ethics, accessed 5/12/22]

As Of May 2022, There Were No Financial Disclosures Filed By Majewski For Any Year

As Of May 12th, 2022, There Were NO PFDs Filed By Majewski During The 2022 Election Cycle.
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[As Of May 2022, There Were No Financial Disclosures Filed By Majewski For Any Year]

Majewski Opposed Federal Pandemic Relief, And Criticized Stimulus Checks In March 2022

March 2021: Majewski Insinuated The American Rescue Plan Was Not Genuine “Relief.” “Why are the GOP Leaders who snubbed President Trump acting surprised by the Democrats and the Covid-19 ‘Relief’ Bill?” Oh
because they’re incompetent? Oh ok, that’s what I thought. Yet another reason I am running for Congress...
https://secure.winred.com/jr-majewski-for-congress/donate"

Majewski Compared Stimulus Checks To “Free Crack Pipes”

March 2022: Majewski: “Sending Out Stimulus Checks To Fight Inflation Is Exactly The Type Of Idea I’d Expect From An Administration That Proposed Sending Out Free Crack Pipes To Deal With Systemic Racism.”

Majewski Backed Florida’s “Don’t Say Gay” Bill And Called For Criminalizing Hormone Blockers For Transgender Children

March 2022: Majewski Backed The “Don’t Say Gay” Bill

March 2022: Majewski Claimed “Democrats And The Media” Opposed Florida’s “Don’t Say Gay” Bill Because “They Want Woke Gender Ideology Taught To Your Kindergartener.” “Democrats and the media created an idea out of thin air that Florida just passed a ‘don’t say gay’ bill because they want woke gender ideology taught to your kindergartener and want to put themselves between you and your child's education.”
April 2022: Majewski Called For Criminalizing Hormone Blockers For Children

April 2022: Majewski: “If You Support Giving Young Children Hormone Blockers To Prevent Puberty That’s Child Abuse.”

Majewski Collaborated On A Music Video And Campaign Ad Entitled “Let’s Go Brandon” In Which He Rejected Vaccination, Seemed To Threaten Violence Against People Who Ask Him To Wear A Mask, And Called For Finishing Trump’s Border Wall

In “Let’s Go Brandon,” Majewski Rapped, “They Want To Make Us Woke And Force Us To Get The Vax. They Think Pictures With The Pope Will Get Us To All Relax.” “[MAJEWSKI:] They want to make us woke and force us to get the vax. They think pictures with the Pope will get us to all relax. Not to poke fun at dementia, it’s a serious disease. But c’mon man, squeeze your cheeks when you sneeze. Joe is focused on ice cream while he’s crapping his pants. We want our dreams and our freedom, this is our last chance. This is the hill we die on. This is the line in the sand. We leave no one on no battlefield, united we stand. Divided we fall, we need to finish the wall. They want to raise all our taxes, we done with them all. We rendezvous with destiny, take the House in 22, just try to put a mask on me, you’ll see red, white, and blue. Everything woke goes to shit, but let’s go Brandon’s a hit.”

In “Let’s Go Brandon,” Majewski Rapped, “Just Try To Put A Mask On Me, You’ll See Red, White, And Blue.” “[MAJEWSKI:] They want to make us woke and force us to get the vax. They think pictures with the Pope will get us to all relax. Not to poke fun at dementia, it’s a serious disease. But c’mon man, squeeze your cheeks when you sneeze. Joe is focused on ice cream while he’s crapping his pants. We want our dreams and our freedom, this is our last chance. This is the hill we die on. This is the line in the sand. We leave no one on no battlefield, united we stand. Divided we fall, we need to finish the wall. They want to raise all our taxes, we done with them all. We rendezvous with destiny, take the House in 22, just try to put a mask on me, you’ll see red, white, and blue. Everything woke goes to shit, but let’s go Brandon’s a hit.” [YouTube via Forgiato Blow, “Lets Go Brandon Save America - J360 x Savannah Craven x J.R. Majewski For Congress,” November 2021] (VIDEO) 3:00

In “Let’s Go Brandon,” Majewski Rapped, “Divided We Fall, We Need To Finish The Wall.” “[MAJEWSKI:] They want to make us woke and force us to get the vax. They think pictures with the Pope will get us to all relax. Not to poke fun at dementia, it’s a serious disease. But c’mon man, squeeze your cheeks when you sneeze. Joe is focused on ice cream while he’s crapping his pants. We want our dreams and our freedom, this is our last chance. This is the hill we die on. This is the line in the sand. We leave no one on no battlefield, united we stand. Divided we fall, we need to finish the wall. They want to raise all our taxes, we done with them all. We rendezvous with destiny, take the House in 22, just try to put a mask on me, you’ll see red, white, and blue. Everything woke goes to shit, but let’s go Brandon’s a hit.” [YouTube via Forgiato Blow, “Lets Go Brandon Save America - J360 x Savannah Craven x J.R. Majewski For Congress,” November 2021] (VIDEO) 3:00

The “Let’s Go Brandon” Appeared To Be A Campaign Ad For Majewski And Did Not Have Any Disclaimers, Potentially In Violation Of Campaign Finance Law

The “Let’s Go Brandon” Music Video Ended With A Link To Majewski’s Campaign Website.
The “Let’s Go Brandon” Music Video Featured Majewski Wrapped In A Banner For His Campaign.


The FEC Required A “Clear And Conspicuous” Disclaimer On Any “Public Communication” Made By A Political Committee, Including Communications That Did Not Solicit Contributions. “Any public communication made by a political committee—including communications that do not expressly advocate the election or defeat of a clearly identified federal candidate or solicit a contribution—must display a disclaimer. Furthermore, disclaimers must also appear on political committees’ internet websites that are available to the general public, and in certain email communications. Political committees must also include additional information on their solicitations. As explained on this page, in addition to the requirements for public communications, printed communications, radio and television communications (or any broadcast, cable or satellite transmission) may have additional requirements. Disclaimers must be ‘clear and conspicuous’ regardless of the medium in which the communication is transmitted. A disclaimer is not clear and conspicuous if it is difficult to read or hear, or if its placement is easily overlooked.” [FEC, accessed 5/4/22]
March – April 2022: Majewski Called For Impeaching Biden And “Lock[ing] Up” Hillary Clinton

April 2022: Majewski Called For Impeaching Biden

April 2022: Majewski: “Impeaching Joe Biden Is Not A Political Act, It Is A Patriotic Act. You Cannot Commit The Acts Against This Nation He’s Committed And Remain In Office.”

[@JRMajewski Twitter, 4/13/22]

March 2022: Majewski Called For “Lock[ing] Up” Hillary Clinton


[@JRMajewski Twitter, 3/24/22]

Majewski Compared Kyle Rittenhouse To Captain America

November 2021: Majewski Tweeted An Image Of Kyle Rittenhouse As Captain America.
March 2022: Majewski Stated He Was Not A Registered Republican

March 2022: Majewski: “I’m Not A Registered Republican But I Can Define RINO. I Can Also Source Examples.”

Majewski Would Endanger Ohioans With Extreme Gun Laws

2022: Majewski Opposed Red Flag Laws

2022: Majewski: “I Will Vote Against Red Flag Laws And Frivolous Attempts To Over-Regulate The Firearms Market.” “I believe that the federal government’s sole existence is to preserve the life, liberty, and property of its citizens. and it is instituted to protect the rights of individuals according to natural law. Among these rights are the sanctity of life; the freedom of speech, religion, the press, and assembly; the right to bear arms; the right of individuals to be treated equally and justly under the law; and to enjoy the fruits of one’s labor. I will vote against red flag laws and frivolous attempts to over-regulate the firearms market. I will fight for constitutional carry, nationwide.” [J.R. Majewski for Congress, accessed 5/4/22]
2022: Majewski Supported National Concealed Carry Without Training Or Licensing Requirements

2022: Majewski: “I Will Fight For Constitutional Carry, Nationwide.” “I believe that the federal governments sole existence is to preserve the life, liberty, and property of its citizens. and it is instituted to protect the rights of individuals according to natural law. Among these rights are the sanctity of life; the freedom of speech, religion, the press, and assembly; the right to bear arms; the right of individuals to be treated equally and justly under the law; and to enjoy the fruits of one’s labor. I will vote against red flag laws and frivolous attempts to over-regulate the firearms market. I will fight for constitutional carry, nationwide.” [J.R. Majewski for Congress, accessed 5/4/22]

“Constitutional Carry” Laws Would Allow Citizens To Legally Carry Concealed Guns In Public Without Firearm Training Or A License. “Pro-gun legislation that would allow citizens to legally carry concealed guns in public without firearm training or a license is advancing in several states, as law enforcement officials and advocacy groups nationwide continue to raise the alarm about the policy's safety risks. The controversial ‘constitutional carry,’ or permitless carry, legislation has gained momentum during this year's legislative sessions in at least seven states, including Georgia, Wisconsin, Alabama, South Carolina, Indiana, Ohio and Nebraska.” [CNN, 3/5/22]

Majewski Has Been Somewhat Tight-Lipped About His Career In The Nuclear Industry, But Appears To Have Dealt With Spent Nuclear Fuel And Has Bragged About Having FBI Clearance

Majewski Has Been Somewhat Vague About The Details Of His Career As An “Executive In The Nuclear Power Industry” And Has Declined To Say Which Company He Worked For

In A Campaign Ad, Majewski Claimed He Was An “Executive In The Nuclear Power Industry”

In A Campaign Ad, Majewski Stated He Was “An Executive In The Nuclear Power Industry.” “[MAJEWSKI:] But I’m not just a Trump supporter who knows how to paint. I’m a veteran. I’m an executive in the nuclear power industry.” [YouTube via J.R. Majewski for Congress, “Make AMERICA Dominant Again (4K),” April 2022] (VIDEO) :52

May 2022: Majewski Told The Intercept He Was A “Nuclear Executive” But Declined To Say For Which Company

May 2022: Majewski Told The Intercept He Was A “Nuclear Executive” But Declined To Say For Which Company. “‘Trump knows I’m a no bullshit guy. He knows I’m loyal to his efforts and sees the value of my energy background,’ said Majewski, who presents himself as a Senior Leader in the nuclear industry,’ in a direct message on Twitter. (He told The Intercept he was a nuclear executive until recently but declined to specify for which company.) ‘My opponents are spineless they’ve proven that through their time in the legislature here in Ohio and they would rather kowtow to other Republicans than stand on the front lines.’” [The Intercept, 5/2/22]

April 2022: The Toledo Blade Reported Majewski Was “An Executive With A Company That Specializes In Safe Storage Of Spent Nuclear Fuel”

April 2022: The Toledo Blade Reported Majewski Was “An Executive With A Company That Specializes In Safe Storage Of Spent Nuclear Fuel.” “Mr. Majewski, 42, a native of North Toledo, is an executive with a company that specializes in safe storage of spent nuclear fuel, similar to work he once did at Davis-Besse nuclear power plant for FirstEnergy. He cites energy independence as one of his policy goals.” [Toledo Blade, 4/4/22]
In April 2022 Interview Majewski Said That He Had “Just Resigned” From His Position Where He “Was Managing The Spent Nuclear Fuel For A Bunch Of Our Reactors Here Across The Country”

In An April 2022 Interview With Newsmax, Majewski Said That He Resigned From His Position Where He “Was Managing The Spent Nuclear Fuel For A Bunch Of Our Reactors Here Across The Country.” “I spent the past 20 years working in the nuclear power industry. As a matter of fact, I just resigned my position, about 2 weeks ago, where I was managing the spent nuclear fuel for a bunch of our reactors here across the country.” [Newsmax, Greg Kelly Reports, accessed through @JRMajewski, Twitter, 4/25/22]

August 2021: Majewski Claimed He Had “Active FBI Clearance” Because He Worked In “The Nuke Industry”

Around The Time Where He Would Have Been Working At Holtec, Majewski Claimed That He Had “Active FBI Clearance” Because He Worked In The “Nuke Industry.” While talking about January 6th on a podcast, Majewski said, “[12:30] We were all outside no violence until the flash bang. The crowd got riled up because the police used lethal force unjustly. Only intimidated because there were 4 million people walking up to the Capitol. After flash bang is when people got rowdy. There was a women with me in her late 50s who fell and broke her wrist. Lots of people with me who were not 100% physically abled and unable to run. There to peacefully protest the election, nothing other than that. Work in the nuke industry I have active FBI clearance so it is easy to understand where I stand with the FBI. I submitted photos I had to the FBI and did everything I could to be an upstanding citizen and cleared everything.” [One America Podcast, 8/27/21] (VIDEO)

However, Majewski Appears To Have Worked Most Recently (Dec. 2018-Apr. 2022) For Holtec International, A Company Active In The Nuclear Industry That Was Involved In “Spent Fuel And Decommissioning”

According To What Appears To Be Majewski’s Since-Deleted LinkedIn, He Worked From December 2018 As Recently As May 2022 As The Senior Director Of Client Relations For Holtec International

In December 2018, Majewski Started His Most Recent Job As The Senior Director Of Client Relations For Holtec International, Which LinkedIn Notes As His Current Place Of Employment.
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About
High Performing Team Builder, Leader, Motivator, Project Management Professional

Activity
1,637 followers

Experience
Holtec International
Senior Director, Client Relations
Dec 2015 - Present 3 yrs 6 mos
Greater Philadelphia Area

Senior Project Manager
Dec 2013 - Feb 2015 2 yrs 2 mos
Camden, NJ

Senior Consultant
Orano
May 2018 - Dec 2018 9 mos
Cleveland/Akron, Ohio Area

COO
Soresen Gross Construction Services
Apr 2017 - May 2018 1 yr 2 mos

FirstEnergy
Manager, Spent Fuel Dry Cask Storage Projects
Jul 2015 - Apr 2017 1 yr 10 mos
Overall Management of Davis-Besse and Perry Nuclear Power Plants Dry Cask Storage Program(s), responsible for Spent Nuclear Fuel Dry Cask Storage Program Implementation, including but not limited to

Project Manager - Senior Consultant
Jul 2014 - Jun 2015 1 yr
Cyber Security/Project Manager for Nuclear Fleet responsible for project implementation that will ensure FirstEnergy's compliance with NRC 10 CFR 73.54 Protection of Digital Computer and Communications

Project Manager - Senior Consultant
Aug 2003 - Jul 2014 11 yrs
Project Manager overseeing construction in support of Perry Nuclear Power Plants Operating License Renewal and the construction of a Corporate Emergency Joint Information Center

Journeyman
United States Air Force
Aug 1999 - Aug 2003 4 yrs 1 mos
Honorable Discharge

Education
Colorado
Master of Science - MS, Project Management
Note: Based on corroborating information about Majewski’s general involvement in the Nuclear industry and other publicly available information corroborating that Majewski worked at FirstEnergy, this appears to have been his LinkedIn, but this is not confirmed. It also appears this LinkedIn was deleted as of 5/10/22, so the URL listed in the bullet citation no longer functions but is included to mark the URL at which the LinkedIn was previously available. The full screenshot of Majewski’s LinkedIn page above was taken on 5/9/22.

As Of May 2022, On His Campaign Website, Majewski Said That He “Now Serves As A Senior Leader In The Nuclear Industry Working With Some Of The World’s Largest Nuclear Utilities.”

Holtec International Described Itself As A “Global Turnkey Supplier Of Equipment And Services For The Nuclear” And Other Sectors Of The Energy Industry, And Reportedly DEALT With “Spent Fuel And Decommissioning”

Holtec International “Is A Global Turnkey Supplier Of Equipment And Services For The Nuclear, Solar, Geothermal, And Fossil Power Generation Sectors Of The Energy And Petrochemical Industry.” “Holtec International is a global turnkey supplier of equipment and services for the Nuclear, Solar, Geothermal, and Fossil Power Generation sectors of the energy and petrochemical industry. As a fully integrated supplier, Holtec possesses in-house capabilities to design, engineer, analyze, construct, license, and deploy the technologies offered by the company; this includes technologies to manage used nuclear fuel and waste discharged from nuclear reactors and wet and dry (air cooled) heat transfer equipment for commercial power plants. Holtec is also developing a Small
Modular Reactor (SMR), which will provide for modular, distributed, carbon-free, base-load energy.” [LinkedIn, accessed 5/10/22]

April 2022: The Toledo Blade Reported Majewski Was “An Executive With A Company That Specializes In Safe Storage Of Spent Nuclear Fuel”

April 2022: The Toledo Blade Reported Majewski Was “An Executive With A Company That Specializes In Safe Storage Of Spent Nuclear Fuel.” “Mr. Majewski, 42, a native of North Toledo, is an executive with a company that specializes in safe storage of spent nuclear fuel, similar to work he once did at Davis-Besse nuclear power plant for FirstEnergy. He cites energy independence as one of his policy goals.” [Toledo Blade, 4/4/22]

In An April 2022 Interview With Newsmax, Majewski Said That He Had “Just Resigned” From His Position Where He “Was Managing The Spent Nuclear Fuel For A Bunch Of Our Reactors Here Across The Country” — An Apparent Reference To The Holtec International Job

In An April 2022 Interview With Newsmax, Majewski Said That He Resigned From His Position Where He “Was Managing The Spent Nuclear Fuel For A Bunch Of Our Reactors Here Across The Country.” “I spent the past 20 years working in the nuclear power industry. As a matter of fact, I just resigned my position, about 2 weeks ago, where I was managing the spent nuclear fuel for a bunch of our reactors here across the country.” [Newsmax, Greg Kelly Reports, accessed through @JRMajewski, Twitter, 4/25/22]

Note: As of May 2022, Majewski had not submitted a PFD, making it more difficult to verify his employment claims.

August 2021: During The Timeframe When Majewski Is Believed To Have Worked At Holtec International (2018-2022), He Claimed Had “Active FBI Clearance” Because He Worked In “The Nuke Industry”

Around The Time Where He Would Have Been Working At Holtec, Majewski Claimed That He Had “Active FBI Clearance” Because He Worked In “The Nuke Industry.” While talking about January 6th on a podcast, Majewski said, “[12:30] We were all outside no violence until the flash bang. The crowd got riled up because the police used lethal force unjustly. Only intimidated because there were 4 million people walking up to the Capitol. After flash bang is when people got rowdy. There was a women with me in her late 50s who fell and broke her wrist. Lots of people with me who were not 100% physically abled and unable to run. There to peacefully protest the election, nothing other than that. Work in the nuke industry I have active FBI clearance so it is easy to understand where I stand with the FBI. I submitted photos I had to the FBI and did everything I could to be an upstanding citizen and cleared everything.” [One America Podcast, 8/27/21] (VIDEO)

Prior To That, Majewski Appears To Have Worked In The Nuclear Industry For Much Of The Past Two Decades, In Several Different Roles—Including Roles Specializing In Spent Fuel Storage

August 2003-April 2017: Majewski Appears To Have Begun His Nuclear Industry Career By Working At FirstEnergy First As A Project Manager And Eventually As The Manager Of Spent Fuel Dry Cask Storage For Two Nuclear Power Plants

On His Campaign Website, Majewski Said That He “Began His Career In Nuclear Security At FirstEnergy’s (FE) Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station Located In Oak Harbor, Ohio.” “In 2003, Majewski began his career in Nuclear Security at FirstEnergy’s (FE) Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station located in Oak Harbor, Ohio. Majewski’s intellect and leadership capabilities were quickly recognized by FirstEnergy’s Leadership Team while he served as the Assistant Project Manager during their reactor vessel head replacement. After his proven success,
Majewski was rapidly promoted, becoming the youngest Project Manager in the company’s history.” [JR Majewski Campaign Website, About Page, accessed 5/11/22]

James Richard (J.R.) Majewski was born at Parkview Hospital in Toledo, Ohio on Veterans Day, November 11th, 1979 to high school sweethearts, James (Randy) and Gail Majewski. Randy and Gail raised J.R. Majewski and his sister Amanda in the “Polish Village”, LaGrange Street area of Toledo where Randy worked in the UAW Union at Toledo Jeep.

Majewski attended Calvin M. Woodward High School, graduating in 1998. He then went on to serve honorably in the United States Air Force (USAF) from 1999-2003. During his tenure in the Air Force, Majewski served overseas, and was deployed to the Middle East in support of Operation Enduring Freedom. Majewski has also earned his Bachelor of Science in Business (Summa Cum Laude) and Master of Science in Management (Magna Cum Laude). Majewski also holds the designation of Project Management Professional Certification.

In 2003, Majewski began his career in Nuclear Security at FirstEnergy’s (FE) Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station located in Oak Harbor, Ohio. Majewski’s intellect and leadership capabilities were quickly recognized by FirstEnergy’s Leadership Team while he served as the Assistant Project Manager during their reactor vessel head replacement. After his proven success, Majewski was rapidly promoted, becoming the youngest Project Manager in the company’s history.

What Appears To Be Majewski’s Since-Deleted LinkedIn, Where He Goes By “JR M”, Said That Majewski Worked At FirstEnergy For 13 Years And Ultimately Became The Manager Of Spent Fuel Dry Cask Storage At The Davis-Besse And Perry Nuclear Power Plants.
Note: Based on corroborating information about Majewski’s general involvement in the Nuclear industry and other publicly available information corroborating that Majewski worked at FirstEnergy, this appears to have been his LinkedIn, but this is not confirmed. It also appears this LinkedIn was deleted as of 5/10/22, so the URL listed in the bullet citation no longer functions but is included to mark the URL at which the LinkedIn was previously available. The full screenshot of Majewski’s LinkedIn page above was taken on 5/9/22.

- At a February 2017 Meeting Hosted By The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Majewski Was Listed As An Attendee Representing FirstEnergy, Or FENOC, Around The Same Time That His LinkedIn States He Would Have Been Working For FirstEnergy.
## ATTENDANCE LIST
### Pre-Submittal Meeting with Duke Energy & Crystal River
#### January 30, 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yen-Ju Chen</td>
<td>NRC/NMSS/DSFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Hickman</td>
<td>NRC/NMSS/DUWP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray Wharton</td>
<td>NRC/NMSS/DSFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Call</td>
<td>NRC/NMSS/DSFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Watson</td>
<td>NRC/NMSS/DUWP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Edwards</td>
<td>Duke Energy Corporate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Nolan</td>
<td>Duke Energy Corporate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Stephens</td>
<td>Duke Energy Corporate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry Hobbs</td>
<td>CR-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Fata</td>
<td>CR-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyllis Dixon</td>
<td>CR-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Faldowski</td>
<td>TN-Americas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prakash Narayanan</td>
<td>TN-Americas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jibu Abraham</td>
<td>TN-Americas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girish Patel</td>
<td>TN-Americas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan Trieu Pham</td>
<td>TN-Americas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raheel Haroon</td>
<td>TN-Americas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkata Venigalla</td>
<td>TN-Americas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donis Shaw</td>
<td>TN-Americas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamran Tavasolli</td>
<td>TN-Americas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayant Boudre</td>
<td>TN-Americas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Spiesman</td>
<td>First Energy Corp.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(Participating by phone)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yong Kim</td>
<td>NRC/NMSS/DSFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Tarantino</td>
<td>NRC/NMSS/DSFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jorge Solis</td>
<td>NRC/NMSS/DSFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caylee Kenny</td>
<td>NRC/NMSS/DSFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Nicholson</td>
<td>NRC/R-I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briana DeBoer</td>
<td>NRC/R-I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Lentz</td>
<td>FENOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Fox</td>
<td>FENOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>J.R. Majewski</strong></td>
<td><strong>FENOC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen McIntyre</td>
<td>FENOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlyn Greene</td>
<td>Backend Publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvin Lewis</td>
<td>Public</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 11/30/17]
After Returning From Military Service, Majewski Said In A Podcast Interview That He Got A Job At Davis-Besse, A Nuclear Power Plant In Ohio. Majewski said: “[59:40] After high school, I joined the military. […] After that, I came back home and I was lucky enough to get a job out of Davis-Besse. So I started working at Davis-Besse when they were replacing the reactor there.” [The 419 Grind via Youtube, uploaded 10/19/21] (VIDEO)

- The Davis-Besse Power Plant Was Owned And Operated By FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company. “Owned by FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company, Davis-Besse is a pressurized-water nuclear reactor that produces 908 megawatts of electricity, enough to power 450,000 homes without producing greenhouse gases. Maintenance on nuclear power plants is complex and critical to their safe, ongoing operations. When done correctly, it extends a plant’s operating life by decades. [Bechtel, accessed 5/11/22]

In 2018, Majewski Became A Senior Consultant For Orano, A Technology And Services Firm For Decommissioning Shutdown Nuclear Energy Facilities And Used Fuel Management

In 2018, Majewski Became A Senior Consultant For Orano.
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JR M.
Senior Director, Client Relations at Holtec International
Greater Philadelphia - Contact info
500+ connections

About
High Performing Team Builder, Leader, Motivator, Project Management Professional

Activity
1,637 followers
JR hasn't posted lately
JR's recent posts and comments will be displayed here.

Show all activity →

Experience

Holtec International
3 yrs 6 mos

- Senior Director, Client Relations
  Dec 2015 - Present, 3 yrs 6 mos
  Greater Philadelphia Area

- Senior Project Manager
  Dec 2016 - Present, 3 yrs 6 mos
  Camden, NJ

Ona
Senior Consultant
May 2018 - Dec 2018, 8 mos
Cleveland/Akron, Ohio Area

COO
Soresen Gross Construction Services
Apr 2017 - May 2018, 1 yr 1 mos

FirstEnergy
13 yrs 9 mos
Cleveland/Akron, Ohio Area

- Manager, Spent Fuel Dry Cask Storage Projects
  Jul 2015 - Apr 2017, 1 yr 10 mos
  Overall Management of Davis-Besse and Perry Nuclear Power Plants Dry Cask Storage Program(s), responsible for spent nuclear fuel dry cask storage program implementation, including but not limited to see more

- Project Manager - Senior Consultant
  Jul 2014 - Jun 2015, 1 yr
  Cyber Security Project Manager for Nuclear Fleet, responsible for project implementation that will ensure FirstEnergy's compliance with NRC 10 CFR 73.54 Protection of Digital Computer and Communications see more

- Project Manager - Senior Consultant
  Aug 2003 - Jul 2014, 11 yrs
  Project Manager overseeing construction in support of Perry Nuclear Power Plants Operating License Renewal and the construction of a Corporate Emergency Joint Information Center see more

Journeyman
United States Air Force
Aug 1999 - Aug 2003, 4 yrs 1 mo
Honorable Discharge

Education

Colorado
Master of Science - MS, Project Management
• Orano Is A “Leading Technology And Services Provider For Decommissioning Shutdown Nuclear Energy Facilities, Used Fuel Management, Federal Site Clean-Up And Closure, And The Sale Of Uranium, Conversion, And Enrichment Services To The U.S. “Headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland, near the nation's capital, Orano USA is a leading technology and services provider for decommissioning shutdown nuclear energy facilities, used fuel management, federal site clean-up and closure, and the sale of uranium, conversion, and enrichment services to the U.S. commercial and federal markets. In the nuclear medicine field, Orano Med is developing a new generation of targeted therapies against cancer using the unique properties of lead-212 (212Pb), a rare alpha-emitting radioisotope and one of the more potent therapeutic payloads against cancer cells.” [Orano, accessed 5/10/22]

Around 2012, Majewski Spent About A Year In Florida Where He Says He Ran “A Demolition Company” That “Had Some Issues,” But A Full Picture Of Majewski’s Time In Florida Was Not Clear

Majewski Was Identified As Having Lived At 150 Estates Circle, Lake Mary, Florida.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150 ESTATES CIR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Get Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAKE MARY, FL 32746-3045</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEMINOLE COUNTY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Census Data for Geographical Region:
- Median Head of Household Age: 36
- Median Income: $66,406
- Median Home Value: $244,349
- Median Education: 14 years

Nichole Majewski Was JR Majewski’s Wife. “Majewski now serves as a Senior Leader in the nuclear industry working with some of the world’s largest nuclear utilities. Majewski and his wife Nichole have been married since 2003. They currently reside in the Walleye Capital of the World, Port Clinton, Ohio.” [J.R. Majewski For Congress, accessed 5/6/22]

Nicole Majewski Was Listed As Having Lived At 150 Estates Circle, Lake Mary, Florida In 2012.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150 ESTATES CIR</td>
<td>11/2012 - 11/2012</td>
<td></td>
<td>Get Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAKE MARY, FL 32746-3045</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEMINOLE COUNTY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Census Data for Geographical Region:
- Median Head of Household Age: 36
- Median Income: $66,406
- Median Home Value: $244,349
- Median Education: 14 years

James Richard Majewski And Nicole Renee Majewski Were Listed As Previous Residents At 150 Estates Circle, Lake Mary, Florida, 32746.

According To Nexis, In 2012, Majewski And His Wife Nichole, Were Marked As Being Registered To Vote In Florida

In 2012, Majewski And His Wife Nichole Were Both Registered To Vote In Florida At Their Address In Lake Mary.

2: Florida Voter Registration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>MAJEWSKI, JAMES R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Residential Address: | 150 ESTATES CIR  
| | LAKE MARY, FL 32746-3045  
| | SEMINOLE COUNTY |
| SSN: | 282-86-XXXX |
| Date of Birth: | 11/1979 |
| Age: | 25-34 |
| Gender: | Unknown |
| Race: | WHITE |

| Registration Date: | 11/13/2012 |
| Party Affiliation: | REPUBLICAN |
| Active Status: | ACTIVE |
An Ohio Court Record Of A Traffic Violation Showed That As Recently As 2015, Majewski May Have Been Using A Florida Driver’s License

According To A 2015 Court Record Regarding A Majewski Traffic Violation, Majewski Had A Florida Driver’s License When He Was Pulled Over By Police.

In An Interview, Majewski Said That He Moved To Florida For “About A Year” To Run A Demolition Company After “The Company Had Some Issues”

VIDEO: Majewski Moved To Florida For 1 Year To Run A Demolition Company In Florida. During a 2021 podcast interview, Majewski said “[1:01:27] At one point, I actually left the nuclear industry for about a year to go test my talents elsewhere. […] I was actually running a demolition company out of Florida. We had a couple different power plants that we were demolishing.” [The 419 Grind via Youtube, uploaded 10/19/21] (VIDEO)

VIDEO: Majewski’s Demolition Company Operated Nationwide, And Demolished A Power Plant In Cincinnati, Ohio. During a 2021 podcast interview, Majewski said “[1:01:43] I was actually running a demolition
company out of Florida. We had a couple different power plants that we were demolishing. One of them happened to be in the Cincinnati area on the Ohio River. [...] I thought, man, wouldn’t it be cool for me to hire a bunch of my friends and go tear down this power plant and kick this multi-million dollar job’s ass.” [The 419 Grind via Youtube, uploaded 10/19/21] (VIDEO)

VIDEO: Majewski Said That “Somewhere Down The Line, The Company Had Some Issues” And He Left His Company In Florida To Return To The Nuclear Industry. During a 2021 podcast interview, Majewski said “[1:02:30] You know, somewhere down the line, the company had some issues and I saw the light at the end of the tunnel. For me, it was a much more, I would say, competitive position that I was in. So, I talked to the team and told them I had to leave the company. I made sure they were all good with it before I left. But then I came back into nuclear. [The 419 Grind via Youtube, uploaded 10/19/21] (VIDEO)

Majewski Said The Demolition Company Operated Nationwide And Demolished A Powerplant In The Cincinnati Ohio Area

VIDEO: Majewski’s Demolition Company Operated Nationwide, And Demolished A Power Plant In Cincinnati, Ohio. During a 2021 podcast interview, Majewski said “[1:01:43] I was actually running a demolition company out of Florida. We had a couple different power plants that we were demolishing. One of them happened to be in the Cincinnati area on the Ohio River. [...] I thought, man, wouldn’t it be cool for me to hire a bunch of my friends and go tear down this power plant and kick this multi-million dollar job’s ass.” [The 419 Grind via Youtube, uploaded 10/19/21] (VIDEO)

[Note: Further research is needed into the name of the company that Majewski ran in Florida and what projects they were involved in. Despite extensive searches using Nexis, Illumis, state business registries for Ohio and Florida, social media, and Google searches, nothing was found on Majewski’s company other than what appears in the 419 Grind Podcast. It’s unclear when Majewski returned from Florida...]

Majewski Supported Continuing Pipeline 5

Majewski Supported Continuing Pipeline 5. “Support for a natural gas and crude oil pipeline has become a primary issue in the race, largely because it supplies a refinery with 1,200 union workers in Toledo. Several Democrats have called for the pipeline to be shut down, while Republicans, including Mr. Majewski, have opposed doing so.” [New York Times, 5/4/22]

Issues

LGBTQ Issues

JR Majewski Mocked Someone For Their Pronouns And Wrote, “This Is Called Failing To Parent.”
This is called failing to parent.

If I would’ve told my dad my pronouns are based on me believing that I was a Phoenix... he would’ve threatened to rise from the ashes and burn my backside with the back of his hand.

Majewski Sid He Is Not Vaccinated Against COVID-19, That He Never Heard Trump Telling People To Get Vaccinated, And That The Vaccine Caused Health Issues

JR Majewski Said He Is Not Vaccinated For Covid. “For folks like me who haven’t taken the vaccination, I believe it is a violation of my religious beliefs.” [American Action Summit: End Medical Tyranny, 2/5/22]

Majewski tweeted, “I didn’t have to even think twice about signing the petition for Ohio House Sub-Bill 248 today. This bill will guarantee Ohioans vaccine choice, healthcare privacy, and protection from discrimination based on vaccine status.” [Twitter, JR Majewski For Congress, 2/18/22]
Columbus Dispatch: Ohio House Bill 248 “Prohibits Virtually Everybody From Requiring A Vaccine, Even Employers Such As Hospitals” And “ Applies To All Vaccines, Not Just COVID-19 Shots.” “House Bill 248 prohibits virtually everybody from requiring a vaccine, even employers such as hospitals, and forbids ‘discriminatory treatment’ based on vaccination status. It also requires schools with immunization requirements to notify parents that children can be exempted from vaccines. The legislation applies to all vaccines, not just COVID-19 shots, which some of her colleagues have argued as being too broad. [Columbus Dispatch, 9/28/21]

Majewski Said That He Never Heard Donald Trump Tell People To Go Get Vaccinated. (17:00) “President Trump never—I don’t recall hearing President Trump telling us to go get vaccinated. I don’t remember that. I heard him say the vaccine is safe. Regardless, that’s the reason we like Trump. It’s because willing to tell us what’s on his mind and he’s not willing to back down unless convinced otherwise. A lot of people get upset about it but when President Trump said the vaccine was safe for you were you running out to get the jab? No. [Red Pill News, 4/23/22] (AUDIO)

JR Majewski Said All Mask Mandates Are Unconstitutional. “Mask mandates are unconstitutional.” [JR Majewski Facebook Video 2:17, 4/27/22]

JR Majewski Claimed That The Covid Vaccine Causes Myocarditis and Pericarditis. “While the government insists that the vaccine is safe, they’ve also admitted that the vaccine causes health conditions like myocarditis and pericarditis.” [American Action Summit: End Medical Tyranny, 2/5/22]
Note: Website is dead now. Video is in Vantage.

Ukraine/Russia

Majewski Criticized The Biden Administration For Giving Ukraine $800 Million Without Congressional Approval.

JR Majewski for Congress 🔄 @JRMajewski · 18m
For at least the third time that we know, Biden has given ANOTHER $800 million to Ukraine without Congressional approval.

Congress holds the power of the purse, why is he going at it unilaterally and why is no one stopping him?

[Twitter, @JRMajewski, 4/21/22]

Majewski Tweeted That America Should Not Send Any Money To Ukraine Until America Secured Its Borders.

JR Majewski for Congress 🔄 @JRMajewski

President Zelensky, I mourn the loss of innocent Ukrainian lives due to a Russian invasion.

However, America is being invaded too, from our Southern Border.

So, not ONE penny should go to secure a foreign nations borders, until ours is secured first.

10:16 AM · Mar 16, 2022 · Twitter for iPhone

146 Retweets 10 Quote Tweets 619 Likes

[Twitter, @JRMajewski, 3/16/22]

JR Majewski Implied That Ukrainian President Zelensky Would Be Killed By The “Biden, Clinton, And Obama Crime Families” If He Evacuated To The United States. “Even though Biden would evac him, he needs
to seek asylum elsewhere for his own protection. We have far too many “suicides” and broken CCTV’s when dealing with people targeted by the Biden, Clinton and Obama Crime Families.”

J.R. Majewski Said The U.S. Should Not Give Weapons Or Monetary Support To Ukraine. “But do you support this current plan of weapons and money going to Ukraine?” MAJEWSKI: “No, no.” [Two Feds & The Truth, 4/1/22] (AUDIO, 1:43:45)

J.R. Claimed That Zelensky Threatened Russia And Caused Putin To Start The War. MAJEWSKI: “When you really take a deep dive into Zelensky, you find out that he’s quite the overconfident arrogant former comedian… he’s been using the support and the leverage he had by way of President Trump being tough on Russia as a means to antagonize Russia. From what I understand, there were some threats by the Ukraine to obtain nuclear weapons and that goes against agreements with Russia back in the 90s… Putin is not going to stand for that. Zelensky wants the West to bail him out and he just doesn’t understand the commitment that would be made by the world to bail out one of the most corrupt and poorest countries in the world.” [Two Feds & The Truth, 4/1/22] (AUDIO, 1:51:28)

**Trump**

BLM/Antifa Conspiracies

Majewski Says That People With MAGA Hats Were Being Assaulted While BLM and Antifa Burnt Down Cities. MAJEWSKI: “Finally, a patriot who stands in front of you today is the guy who had the bravery to take the world’s largest Trump 2020 campaign logo on his property right out in pro-Clinton, in a democratic district, while people all over this country were being physically assaulted for wearing MAGA hats, while BLM Antifa burnt down the great cities of our nation” [Three County Meet the Candidate, 4/12/22] (AUDIO).

Immigration

JR Majewski Asked Why The Media Didn’t Cover The “Crisis” At The Southern Border On The Same Level As The Russian Invasion Of Ukraine. “Why didn’t the media provide this level of coverage and analysis on our border crisis before Russia invaded Ukraine?”
JR Majewski for Congress
@JMajewski

Why didn’t the media provide this level of coverage and analysis on our border crisis before Russia invaded Ukraine?
1:18 AM · Feb 26, 2022 · Twitter for iPhone

[35 Retweets 4 Quote Tweets 181 Likes]
[Twitter, @JMajewski, 2/25/22]

**Biden**

JR Majewski Shared A Tweet That Claimed The Biden Administration “Arrived With Plans, Personnel, And Strategies To Expedite America’s ‘Managed Decline.’”

Michael Johns
@michaeljohns

The Biden team is not "mismanaging" anything. They arrived with plans, personnel, and strategies to expedite America's "managed decline"--and are delivering it.

The real crisis: Our own side’s failed and self-absorbed leadership.

I’ll discuss tonight on @OANN at 10pm ET/7pm PT.

[Twitter, @michaeljohns, 2/23/22]

JR Majewski Suggested President Biden Was Mentally Unstable And Called Him A “Feeble Leader” And “Stupid.”
I’ll pray for all you trolls out there who are worried about my weight and not the mental stability of your feeble leader.

I can always get back into the gym and throw weights around. But YOU can’t fix stupid.
Majewski Isn’t Sure Biden Has That Much Of An Impact On Oil Prices. (1:03:27) “Historically, oil is priced months ahead but there are provisions in place for those that are taking market risk as business owners. Our capitalist market runs on supply and demand. I’m not sure Biden has the capacity to have that much of an impact. When it comes to why our oil prices, why our gas prices, why they’re fluctuating it really has to do with the fact that these companies that are providing the oil from overseas– they have protections to garner. They have to make sure they don’t become insolvent. [Battlefront: Frontline, 4/29/22] (AUDIO)

On An Interview With Newsmax, JR Majewski Said That His Number One Priority Is Disrupting Biden. “[3:29] Number one: disrupt the Biden agenda and conserve what liberties we have left and create a team of folks that are going to be supporting President Trump and maintaining Congress until he gets into office.” [Newsmax, Greg Kelly Reports, 4/25/22]

In An Interview With Real America’s Voice, JR Majewski Said That He Believed Biden Is Not The Legitimate President. Host, “[5:22] I know the answer to this question but I promised my family and my audience I would ask every candidate that comes on here this one question and this is the only question I need to ask you to vet you. Do you believe Joe Biden is the legitimate president of the United States right now?” JR, “Hell no.” [Live From America, Real America’s Voice, 4/20/22]

Justice Ketanji Brown Jackson

In April 2022, Majewski Tweeted: “If You’re A Republican And Vote For Kentaji Brown Jackson, You Don’t Belong In President Donald J. Trump’s Republican Party. You’re A Spineless, Weak, Swamp
JR Majewski for Congress 🔄 @JRMajewski · Apr 5
If you’re a Republican and vote for Kentaji Brown Jackson:

You don’t belong in President Donald J. Trump’s Republican Party.

You’re a spineless, weak, swamp creature!

[Marcy Kaptur]

Majewski Said That His Grandmother And Great-Grandmother “Adored” Congresswoman Kaptur. “Majewski, in the present day, called Melendez’s post ‘fake news.’ But his purported comments track with other things he’s said in public. When he announced his candidacy, he told the Blade that ‘I’m not going to attack Marcy Kaptur’ and that ‘I’m not going to call her evil and all these other things because I don’t truly believe Marcy is evil.’ (He added that his grandmother and great-grandmother ‘adored’ Kaptur.) Majewski has also said on Facebook that he’s not a registered Republican and, as noted above, made other comments deploiring politics-related interpersonal hostility.” [Slate, 5/10/22]

Majewski Said “I Can’t Say Anything Negative About Marcy Kaptur” And “I Don’t Have Any Bad Things Personally To Say About Marcy Kaptur” Because My Grandparents Voted For Marcy Kaptur. “MAJEWSKI: I can’t say anything negative about Marcy Kaptur, right, because my grandparents voted for Marcy Kaptur. INTERVIEWER: My mamma voted, still she like Marcy Kaptur. MAJEWSKI: Look, I don’t, I don’t have any bad things personally to say about Marcy Kaptur.” [Rise and Grind Morning Show, 10/19/2021] (VIDEO)

[Kevin McCarthy]

JR Majewski Claimed That Kevin McCarthy Conspired With Liz Cheney. “Ladies and gentlemen I am now convinced that Kevin McCarthy did in fact conspire with Liz Cheney and for all intents and purposes, I believe it’s reasonable to assume that he still does to this day.” [JR Majewski Facebook, 4/23/22]

JR Majewski Stated That Kevin McCarthy Can’t Be Trusted. “I’m here to say that he [McCarthy] and his minions can no longer be trusted.” [JR Majewski Facebook, 4/23/22]

Note: As Of May 11, 2022, the links to these Facebook videos no longer work. It is possible that Majewski deleted them.

[Personal History]

According To His Campaign Website, Majewski Graduated From Calvin M. Woodward High School In 1998. “Majewski attended Calvin M. Woodward High School, graduating in 1998. He then went on to serve honorably in the United States Air Force (USAF) from 1999-2003. During his tenure in the Air Force, Majewski served overseas, and was deployed to the Middle East in support of Operation Enduring Freedom. Majewski has
also earned his Bachelor of Science in Business (Summa Cum Laude) and Master of Science in Management (Magna Cum Laude). Majewski also holds the designation of Project Management Professional Certification.” [JRMajewski For Congress, accessed 5/10/22]

Majewski Received His Masters Of Science In Project Management From Colorado College. [LinkedIn, accessed 5/9/22]
Note: Majewski deleted his LinkedIn as of 5/10/22 and the URL listed in the bullet citation no longer functions. The full screenshot of Majewski’s LinkedIn page above was taken on 5/9/22.

**Additional Professional History**

According To Majewski, He Served From 1999-2003 In The Air Force And Was Deployed To The Middle East

Majewski Served In The United States Air Force From 1999-2003 And Was Deployed To Operation Enduring Freedom. “Majewski attended Calvin M. Woodward High School, graduating in 1998. He then went on to serve honorably in the United States Air Force (USAF) from 1999-2003. During his tenure in the Air Force, Majewski served overseas, and was deployed to the Middle East in support of Operation Enduring Freedom. Majewski has also earned his Bachelor of Science in Business (Summa Cum Laude) and Master of Science in Management (Magna Cum Laude). Majewski also holds the designation of Project Management Professional Certification.” [JR Majewski For Congress, accessed 5/10/22]

According To His LinkedIn, Majewski Was Honorably Discharged From The Air Force In 2003

According To His LinkedIn, Majewski Was Honorably Discharged From The Air Force In 2003.
J.R. Majewski (OH-09) Research Memo | 101

LinkedIn, accessed 5/11/22
Note: Based on corroborating information about Majewski’s general involvement in the Nuclear industry and other publicly available information corroborating that Majewski worked at FirstEnergy, this appears to have been his LinkedIn, but this is not confirmed. It also appears this LinkedIn was deleted as of 5/10/22, so the URL listed in the bullet citation no longer functions but is included to mark the URL at which the LinkedIn was previously available. The full screenshot of Majewski’s LinkedIn page above was taken on 5/9/22.

2017-2018: Majewski Served As The Chief Operating Officer Of Sorenson Gross, A Large-Scale Construction Company Based In Flint, Michigan

In 2017, Majewski Served As The Chief Operating Officer Of Sorenson Gross Construction Services.

![LinkedIn](https://www.linkedin.com/in/jrmajewski)

Sorenson Gross Construction Services
Apr 2017 - May 2018 · 1 yr 2 mos

[LinkedIn, accessed 5/10/22]

- Sorenson Gross Is A Large-Scale Construction Company Based In Flint Michigan With An Office In Virginia. [Sorenson Gross, accessed 5/10/22]

Majewski Also Claimed That He Worked As A Project Director At General Motors During Construction Of A Production Facility In Toledo, Ohio.

Majewski Claimed That He Worked As A Project Director At General Motors During The Construction Of A New Production Facility In Toledo, Ohio. “Majewski went on to manage multiple multi-million-dollar projects within the nuclear industry and earned a reputation for his leadership style and ability to transform struggling projects, programs, and portfolios into high performers. Majewski has also applied his leadership skills and abilities across other industries: serving as the Project Director during the construction of General Motors (GM) new production facility and product line replacement at GM’s Powertrain Plant in Toledo, Ohio.” [J.R. Majewski For Congress Campaign Website, About Page, accessed 5/11/22]

Majewski Claimed To Have Worked For Fortune 100 And Fortune 500 Companies

Majewski Claimed To Have Worked For Fortune 100 And Fortune 500 Companies. “During the program, someone named ‘412Anon’ read a ‘Q’ drop about the purported dangerous blackmail culture of Washington, D.C., and how ‘Q’ is basically saying that it's really right now, it's at the most pervasive level of this we've ever seen.’ In response to that drop, Majewski said while the screen displayed ‘Q’ drops: ‘I've worked for a couple large Fortune 100 companies and Fortune 500 companies. And I can tell you that the old adage that, you know, I've said this before, I don't play politics, right? And it's very mind opening. And it broadened my horizons substantially, just getting involved in the movement, getting involved with what everybody is doing and just seeing, you know, how deep it goes. And, you know, I didn't understand the statement that I'd made a years over, a year over a year, and staying true to the fact that I don't play politics well and really knowing what that means, because you don't put it into that perspective until you actually get involved. And it's breathtaking, to be honest with you.” [Media Matters for America, 5/4/22]
Note: As of May 2022, Majewski had not submitted a PFD, making it more difficult to verify his employment claims.

Note: Further research is needed as to what projects Majewski worked on while serving in all of these companies. It would be particularly notable to learn whether Majewski was involved in any environmental disasters as a result of the power plant demolitions and fuel storage initiatives that his former companies took on. Additionally, further research is needed to understand how Majewski went to Florida, as there is no gap in 2012, according to his LinkedIn history, for him to have gone to Florida to run another company.

May 2022: Majewski Said That He Had Left His Job Where He Was “Making A Really Really Good Living Compared To Yknow What The Salary Is For Congress” The Salary For Congress

Majewski said that leaving his job where he was "Making A Really Really Good Living Compared To Yknow What The Salary Is For Congress" was a "Sacrifice." Host: [3:08] And if I may, if people are still doubting you, let me put that to bed. This individual, this gentleman right here, just in the last week or so I believe, resigned from his nice job that he had where he could provide for his family and he didn't have any worries.’ […] Majewski: 'Yeah, I mean, y'know, leaving a career where I'm making a really really good living compared to
y'know what the salary is for congress, that's a sacrifice I have to make but I had to make sure that I was prepared to do so. I have a family that relies upon me for not only leadership but financial reasons." [Common Sense Show Podcast, 00:03:09, 5/2/22] (AUDIO)

The Annual Salary For A Member Of Congress Is $174,000

The annual salary of a rank-and-file Member of Congress is $174,000. Congressional leaders earn more since they have additional responsibilities. The Speaker of The House receives $223,500 annually and the Senate President pro tempore receives $193,400. The Majority and Minority Leaders in both Chambers receive $193,400. [Congressional Institute, 2/21/19]

Political History

Social Media


Follow me on TRUTH Social

11:09 PM · Feb 20, 2022 · Twitter for iPhone
[Twitter, @JRMajewski, 2/20/22]

Support From Republican Party

The NRCC Told The New York Times That Their Statement About Ohio’s 9th Congressional District (That Did Not Mention Majewski By Name) Was “Very Clear.” “The statement did not mention Mr. Majewski, but instead talked about the longtime Democratic incumbent in the district whom Republicans hope to unseat in November. ‘We’re committed to doing whatever is necessary to rid Ohioans of career politician Marcy Kaptur and her 40-year record of support for policies that caused higher prices, higher crime and a massive border crisis,’
Michael McAdams, the communications director for the N.R.C.C., said in the statement. When asked in a Twitter direct message why the statement did not name Mr. Majewski, Mr. McAdams wrote that ‘the statement is very clear,’ adding, ‘Sorry it’s not what you are looking for.’” [New York Times, 5/6/22]

### Political Ideology

**JR Majewski Was Not A Registered Republican.** “I’m not a registered Republican.” [Live From America, Real America’s Voice, 4/20/22]

### Campaign Staff And Team

**JR Majewski Tweeted That If His Campaign Staff Asked Him To Control His Social Media, They Would Be Fired.**

The day my campaign staff tell me that I’m not allowed to control my social media is the day they will be looking for a new position.

We need to change how we Represent our friends and family in our Districts. Engagement and authenticity are important to me.

7:56 AM · Feb 25, 2022 · Twitter for iPhone
[Twitter. @JRMajewski, 2/25/22]

### Political Career

### Election Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vote Total</th>
<th>Vote Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J.R. Majewski (R)</td>
<td>21,657</td>
<td>35.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Riedel (R)</td>
<td>18,565</td>
<td>30.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theresa Gavarone (R)</td>
<td>17,377</td>
<td>28.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Deck (R)</td>
<td>2,906</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[New York Times, Election Results, 5/3/22]

*Note: As of May 10th, 2022, the above results for the 2022 OH-09 Republican Primary election are unofficial. The Ohio Secretary of State had not yet posted official election results yet as absentee ballots were still being counted and confirmed. The results above were posted by the New York Times and used to call the race for J.R. Majewski.*

### Campaign Finance
J.R. Majewski Raised A Total Of $255,707.32 And Spent A Total OF $199,725.04 In His Run For Federal Office

According the Federal Election Commission, J.R. Majewski had raised $255,707.32 and spent $199,725.04 in his run for federal elected office as of the end of Q1 2022.

### J.R. Majewski Federal Campaign Finance History

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Candidate (Office Sought) or Committee</th>
<th>Raised</th>
<th>Spent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>J.R. Majewski For Congress</td>
<td>$255,707.32</td>
<td>$199,725.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total:</strong></td>
<td><strong>$255,707.32</strong></td>
<td><strong>$199,725.04</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[FEC.gov, accessed 5/9/22]

Majewski Loan His Congressional Campaign $50,500.00 Congressional Campaign For OH-09. [FEC.gov, accessed 5/9/22]

### Personal Political History

#### Personal Political Donations

### Federal Political Contributions

#### J.R. Majewski Political Giving History - Federal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Candidate (Office Sought) or Committee</th>
<th>Party</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3/27/22</td>
<td>JOHN GIBBS GREAT LAKES COMMITTEE</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/20/21</td>
<td>J.R. MAJEWSKI FOR CONGRESS</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/20/21</td>
<td>GREENE FOR CONGRESS</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/18/21</td>
<td>J.R. MAJEWSKI FOR CONGRESS</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/27/21</td>
<td>WINRED</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[FEC, Individual Contribution Search, accessed 5/9/22]

J.R. Majewski Has Given $1,500.00 To State-Level Political Candidates

According to the Ohio Secretary of State and Follow The Money, J.R. Majewski has given $1,500.00 to state-level candidates.

#### J.R. Majewski Political Giving History - State

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Candidate (Office Sought) or Committee</th>
<th>Party</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10/25/21</td>
<td>Renacci For Ohio</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>$500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/21/21</td>
<td>Sarah Huckabee Sanders (Arkansas Governor Race)</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>$1,500.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Ohio Secretary of State, accessed 5/9/22; Follow The Money, accessed 5/9/22]

### Voter Activity
In 2016, J.R. Majewski Was Registered To Vote In Ohio’s 9th Congressional District

Majewski Was Registered To Vote In Port Clinton, OH 43452 In 2016. [VoteBuilder, accessed 5/9/22]

2016-2022: J.R. Majewski’s Ohio Voting History

<p>| [J.R. Majewski Voting History (2016-2022)] |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>Voted in primary election</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Voted in special election</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Voted in general election</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Did not vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Voted in general election</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[VoteBuilder, accessed 5/9/22]

According To VoteBuilder, Majewski Has Only Voted Three Times Since His Ohio Voting History Started In 2016. [VoteBuilder, accessed 5/9/22]

Public Records

Property Records

As of May 2022, the following was a list of potential properties where J.R. Majewski may have lived:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JR Majewski Property Records</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADDRESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORT CLINTON, OH 43452, OTTAWA COUNTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORT CLINTON, OH 43452, OTTAWA COUNTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAKE MARY, FL 32746, SEMINOLE COUNTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKRON, OH 44320, SUMMIT COUNTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLBURY, OH 43447, WOOD COUNTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAK HARBOR, OH 43449, OTTAWA COUNTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOLEDO, OH 43608, LUCAS COUNTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN FRANCISCO, CA 96367</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Associated Entities

As of May 2022, J.R. Majewski was not associated with any entities. [Nexis Comprehensive Person Report, accessed 5/9/22]

Criminal And Traffic Violation Record

Majewski Had A History Of Speeding, Having To Pay $797.00 In Fines For 6 Different Traffic Violations Between 1999 And 2020

February 2020: Majewski Was Found Guilty In Sandusky County, OH Of Speeding, Driving 69 MPH In A 55 MPH Zone, For Which He Paid A Fine Of $135. On February 4th, 2020, Majewski committed a traffic violation for driving 69 miles per hour in a 55 miles per hour zone. On February 18th, 2020, Majewski waived the case and paid a fine of $135.00. [Sandusky County Municipal Court, filed 2/4/20, accessed 5/9/22]

September 2015: Majewski Was Found Guilty In Mentor, OH Court Of Speeding, Driving 75 MPH In A 60 MPH Zone, For Which he Paid A Fine Of $227. On September 29th, 2015, Majewski committed a traffic violation for driving 75 miles per hour in a 55 miles per hour zone. On October 7th, 2015, Majewski waived the case and paid a fine of $227.00. [Mentor Municipal Court, filed 9/30/15, accessed 5/9/22]
August 2005: Majewski Was Found Guilty In Sandusky County, OH Of Speeding, Driving 83 MPH In A 65 MPH Zone, For Which He Paid A Fine Of $115. On August 16th, 2005, Majewski committed a traffic violation for driving 83 miles per hour in a 65 miles per hour zone. On August 29th, 2005, Majewski waived the case and paid a fine of $115.00. [Sandusky County Municipal Court, filed 8/16/05, accessed 5/9/22]
January 2002: Majewski Was Found Guilty In Ottowa County, OH, Of Speeding, Driving 70 MPH In A 55 MPH Zone, For Which He Paid A Fine Of $81. On January 11th, 2002, Majewski committed a traffic violation for driving 70 miles per hour in a 55 miles per hour zone. On January 28th, 2002, Majewski waived the case and
**Defendant**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name: Majewski, James R</th>
<th>Date of Birth: 11-11-1979</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.K.A.:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address: 46 E. Weber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City/State/Zip: Toledo, OH 43608</td>
<td>Priors: No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Complainant/Officer**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name: Huggins Post 22</th>
<th>Agency: Ohio State Patrol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Violation Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Date: 02/02/1999</th>
<th>Section #: 6533.263</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ticket Number: 401128</td>
<td>Degree:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date: 01-30-1999</td>
<td>Points: D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time:</td>
<td>BMV Offense Code: B4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description: SEAT BELT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hearing Information**

| Date: 02-22-1999 | Mandatory: |
| Time:             | Attorney Name: |
| Type: A           |                     |

**Miscellaneous Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summons Issued:</th>
<th>Status Date: 02-12-1999</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ins. Proof Shown: Yes</td>
<td>Status Code: CLOSED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OL State:</td>
<td>ITN Number:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OL Type:</td>
<td>Haz. Material:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate Number:</td>
<td>Comm. Violation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DUI Test Refused:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DUI Test Type:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DUI Blood Test:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fines and Costs (this case/charge only)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount Owed</th>
<th>Paid to Date</th>
<th>Balance Due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fine:</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc. Fines:</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Costs:</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Research:</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Fund:</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Projects:</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim of Crime:</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Revenue:</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundrys:</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc. Costs:</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheriff Fees:</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Transactions (this case/charge only)**

| Total Owed:  | $ 44.00 |
| Paid to Date:| $ 44.00 |
| Balance Due: | $ 0.00  |
| Waiver Amount:| 44.00 |
| Bond Amount: | 0.00 |
| Bond Refunded: | 0.00 |
| Bond Available: | 0.00 |

**Disposition Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disposition Date: 02-12-1999</th>
<th>Fine Amount: $ 25.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defendant's Plea: Guilty</td>
<td>Fine Suspended: 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defendant Found:</td>
<td>Costs Amount: 29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OL Susp. From:</td>
<td>Costs Suspended: 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OL Susp. To:</td>
<td>Jail Time:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disposition:</td>
<td>Jail Suspended:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Ottawa County Court, filed 2/2/99, accessed 5/9/22]
NOTE: No further evidence of criminal history was uncovered in court searches performed in counties where Majewski is believed to have lived—including multiple counties in Ohio and Seminole County, FL.

### Bankruptcy, Judgments, & Liens
2009-2013: Majewski And His Wife Went Through Chapter 13 Bankruptcy Proceedings

September 2009: Majewski And His Wife, Nichole, Filed For Chapter 13 Bankruptcy. On September 24th, 2009, Majewski and his wife, Nichole, filed for Chapter 13 bankruptcy with the United States Bankruptcy Court in the Northern District of Ohio. The bankruptcy case was resolved and terminated on June 24th, 2013.

[United States Bankruptcy Court in the Northern District Of Ohio via PACER, filed 9/24/09, accessed 5/9/22]
### Case Summary

- **Filed:** 09/24/2009
- **Terminated:** 06/24/2013
- **Debtor discharged:** 11/27/2012
- **Joint debtor discharged:** 11/27/2012
- **Reopened:** 06/03/2013
- **Debtor dismissed:**
- **Joint debtor dismissed:**
- **Confirmation hearing:**

#### Office:
Toledo

#### County:
WOOD-OH

#### Fee:
Paid

#### Origin:
1

#### Previous term:
12/04/2012

#### Joint:
y

#### Current chapter:
13

#### Debtor disposition:
Standard Discharge

#### Joint debtor disposition:
Standard Discharge

#### Nature of debt:
Consumer

#### Pending status:
Awaiting Confirmation Hearing, Case Closed, Case Reopened, Plan Confirmed

#### Flags:
CLOSED

- **Trustee:** John P. Gustafson
- **City:** Toledo
- **Phone:** (419) 255-6675
- **Email:** officeofstading@att.net

#### Party 1:
Majewski, James R. (Debtor)

- **SSN / ITIN:** xxx-xx-x816

#### Party 2:
Majewski, Nichole R. (Debtor)

- **SSN / ITIN:** xxx-xx-5735

- **Attorney:** Adrienne Marie Hines
  - **Represents party 1:** Debtor
  - **Phone:** 419-625-7770
  - **Fax:** 419-625-8552
  - **Email:** taylor@eohattorneys.com

- **Attorney:** Adrienne Marie Hines
  - **Represents party 2:** Debtor
  - **Phone:** 419-625-7770
  - **Fax:** 419-625-8552
  - **Email:** taylor@eohattorneys.com

#### Location of case files:
- **Volume:** CSI
  - **The case file may not be available.**

---

**June 2013: The Bankruptcy Case Was Terminated.**
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**[United States Bankruptcy Court in the Northern District Of Ohio via PACER, filed 9/24/09, accessed 5/9/22]**

**As Of May 2022, Majewski Had An Active UCC Lien With Aqua Finance, A Lending Company That Specialized In Financing “Home Improvement, HVAC, Marine, RV, Powersports, and Much More.”**

UCC FINANCING STATEMENT

FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY

NAME OF CONTACT AT FILER: CSC B2B User
PHONE NUMBER: (800)858-5294
EMAIL CONTACT AT FILER: FilingDept@Diligenz.com
SEND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT TO: Diligenz
801 Adlai Stevenson Drive
Springfield
IL
62703

DEBTOR INFORMATION

INDIVIDUAL’S SURNAME: MAJIEWSKI
FIRST PERSONAL NAME: JAMES
ADDITIONAL NAME(S)/INITIAL(S): R
SUFFIX:
MAILING ADDRESS: 3055 W ELMORE RD
CITY: PORT CLINTON
STATE: OH
POSTAL CODE: 43452
COUNTRY: USA

SECURED PARTY INFORMATION

ORGANIZATION’S NAME: Aqua Finance, Inc.
MAILING ADDRESS: One Corporate Drive Suite 300
CITY: Wausau
STATE: WI
POSTAL CODE: 54401
COUNTRY: USA

COLLATERAL INFORMATION

This financing statement covers the following collateral:

USED 2016 MONTEREY M6 26 RGRDG311G516
USED 2016 VENTURE TRAILER 0 47GAI3022GB000237
350.00HP USED 2016 MERC CRUISER 350 MAG B3 2A456726
Aqua Finance Was A Lending Company That Specialized In Financing “Home Improvement, HVAC, Marine, RV, Powersports, and Much More.” “Aqua Finance adds more to life with simple payment plans and financing programs that consumers can afford. The leader in water treatment financing has become a preferred finance provider for Home Improvement, HVAC, Marine, RV, Powersports and much more.” [Aqua Finance, accessed 5/10/22]

NOTE: Further research necessary into whether J.R. Majewski or their associated entities had bankruptcies, judgments or liens.